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ABSTRACT
Liberal thought is embroiled in an endless philosophicai debate. This debate is
precipitated by inherent tensions in Iiberalism that appears to be irreconcilable with its
end of individual freedom. The two main contenders in the debate are the "classic" and
"progressive" liberals. The point of philosophical tension between the two groups is in
regards to the proper parameters of government- The "classic" Iiberais argue that the
government in a liberal state must be lirnited, while the "progressive" liberals assert the
need for government intervention in the economy as a means of creating an even playing
field for al1 individuals. The underpinnings of the debate are present in the initial liberal
discourse and writing and have grown in scope in the twentieth century, culminating in a
wealth of literature and the birth of liberal criticism. Liberal critics have had a significant
impact on the interpretation and acceptance of liberalism as a useful political theory.
They argue that liberalism is unable to meet its end of individuai freedom, in either its
"classic" or "progressive" forms. Sevcrd liberal thinkers are key to the dcbate: John
Locke is the first significant liberal thinker; J.S. Mill and T.H.Green are two of the most
significant founders of "progressive" liberalism, and; Herbert Spencer and Milton
Friedman are the most renowned and outspoken advocates of '-classic" liberdism. Two
scrninal liberal critics who have also greatly contributed to furthering the liberal
discussion are Ronald Beiner and Hannah Arendt. Al1 of these thinkers have built and
contributed to the development of liberal thought, as it currently exists. One striking fact
to emerge from the liberal debate is that presently there appears to be no alternative to
liberal thought other than to d l o w for the continual swing between "classic" and

"progressive" li beral thought as the dominant ideology. However, the important insight
derived from the study of liberai thought and the debate that has ensued is that liberaiism
is a theory in progress. When examined in this fashion, the tension in l i b e d thought can
be seen as something that is beneficial mther than harrnful to both the theory and practice

of liberalisrn; for these tensions help keep liberalisrn in a dynamic flux. Thus, the
examination of Iiberdism is necessary to understanding and broadening the political
discourse of individual freedom and community.

1 would like to thank the following people for helping me complete this work: Mariela Ruetalo,
Sonna Hahn, Joelle Mader and Anne Sedore who have always k e n of great support and comfort
regardless of distance; Professor Davis Daycock for his ongoing advice and encouragement;
Professor Michael Feld for k i n g available to assist me in my progress and ideas, and; Professor
Margaret Ogrodnick for her patience and persistence. 1 would aIso like to extend my graditude to:
Professors Jim Fergusson and William Neville for encouraging me to challenge my assumptions;
Jenni fer Mustapha, Joelle Leclaire, Jamie Rogers, Diana Forgione and Krishna Lalbi harie for
their spirit, conversations and knowing when to rescue me; Patrick Nelson and David Tumbull
for their gracious techincal support and humour; Amanda Jones for bringing me much happiness,
and; Knstin Good whose friendship and conversations have helped broaden rny academic
horizons as well as made me feel at home. Thank You.

Clussical liberalism, which rook on i f s characrerisric for in the eigkreenrh and nineteenth
centriries. has with modificarions become the consen~atismof orir time. But it was nor ah-ays a
rcmrrnbrance of rhings pasr. The same doctrine which norv feeds the defensii~ebackjire of
rracrion once kindled the spreading flame of revolrition.

.

Henry K. Ginfit: The Evolriiion of Liberalism
Al1 n~ininlalisrshave spent much of their time and nor a Iittle of iheir ingenriity trying to dismantle
insrirlitions that promote community life and active polirical citizenship. A vigorous citizen. thfeel. is a man \r.ho thinks he k n o ~ t ~what
s there is no warrant for kno,cing: unmask ltim atrd send
hini back ro the privare secror rvhere liis activity will have no public effects. A pirbic good is
prcïrtdice masqrrerading as a common end, Fxpose it and prit in its place pseudopublic interests
rlrar ure mere aggregarions of privare inrerests. Commrinal politics is a certain path io
totalitarianistn; redrice it to interest brokerage, and safesy will be assured.

Benjamin Barber, Strong Democracy
Talk of " Virtrie" immediure~strikes the modem ear as somehow illiberal, certainly antiqriared.
perliaps perverse. lt mrcst srrrely be galling to liberal moralisrs that this old fasliioned langriage is
hack in vogrie to sorne extent; in any case, the Iiberal will inevirably see in al1 this Arisrotelian
ralk sonietlring r*agrrely threatening ro the much more familiar fiberal notions of rights.
autonomy, valiie pluralism. the primacy of moral conscience and the proieciion of moral
ciiipersity.

Ronald Beiner, Wlrat 's the Marter With Liberalisrn?

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Since its inception liberal thought has k e n hampered by its intrïnsic philosophical
tensions. The tensions in liberaiism have resulted in a s e e ~ n g l y
endless debate as to how it
is to be interpreted and practiced. In recent years the debate has extended to include liberal
critics who assert that the intemal tensions are irresolvable and, what is more, that iiberalism
is incapable of meeting its end of individual freedom and the needs of the community. The
liberal debate is so extensive that it has produced a wealth of literature on the subject.
The fact that the tensions in liberalism are firmly ensconsed and show no signs of
disappearing has increased the need to examine liberalism. The underlying source of debate
involves the question as to what fom of govemment best provides individual freedom and
the maintenence of a community that ensures the good of the whole. The liberal answer to
this question is clearly divided into two streams. On one side of the debate are the "classic"
liberals and on the other are the "progressive" liberals. In both theory and practice, neither
side has becn able to converge. thus leaving the outcomc of the debate open and ongoing.

The main focus of debate in liberal thought between the "classic" and "progressive"
liberals is on what f o m of government best provides for individual freedom. The "classic"
liberals submit that a lirnited form of government is not only the most appropriate way to
guarentee individual freedom, but it is also the only legitmate form of liberalism. Conversely,
the "progressive" liberals contend that an interventionist state is necessary to provide for
individual freedom. While there is an abundance of liberal writings, the cmx of the
discussion inevitably returns to the issue of individual freedom and the role of the state. The

issue of the state and its role in providing for individual freedorn is the primary source of
philosophical tension in liberai thought and thus the thesis will focus on this topic.
The specific task of the thesis is to provide an historical and critical analysis of
liberal theory to demonstrate that the philosophical tensions in liberalism are permanent. In
so doing it will aiso show Iiberalism's philosophicai limitations which result in placing
constraints on the liberal "good life." The liberal cntics, most notably Hannah Arendt and
Ronald Beiner, challenge liberalism from the perspective of its inability to meet its end of
individual freedom and the "good life." It is their opinion that liberalism as a politicai ethos
and practice is inherently philosophicdly flawed and must be replaced.
In the thesis the "good life" is defined as political freedom, or more simply put, the
ability to actively contribute to the potitical decision- making process on a regular basis that
is outside of the main economic frarnework. The role of the liberal critics is to offer an
alternative account of liberalism so as to provide a means of trmscending the constraints
plnced c n individuat freedom and political participation. Thus, the c i t i c s play an important
role in highlighting the philosophical constraints within liberalism.
To discharge the task of iliustrating libenlism's philosophical constraints on the

"good life," the thesis will examine the main arguments presented by past and contemporary
liberal thinkers. It will also challenge past and present Iiberal assumptions concerning the
role of the individuai and the community. The purpose of this task is to locate the possibility
for broadening liberal discourse and to question whether one should accept the tensions as
they are; for as of yet there is no alternative to liberaiism as a theory, and despite the tensions,
it appears to remrtin strong.

Throughout the thesis it will be demonstrated that the philosophical tensions are
embedded in the first liberal theories and have proven to be a permanent fixture within liberal
thought. This has resulted in an ongoing theoretical debate. However, in the discussion it will
be shown that the "progressive" liberal tradition demonstrates a continued growth that both
challenges the assertions of the "classic" Iiberals, as well as those of the previous
"progressive" liberals. It will further be illustrated that the "progressive" liberal tradition,
unlike its "classic" counterpart, has undergone several developments that have worked to
bring the liberal discussion forward and reinvigorate the tensions.
The main point of contention between the two liberal camps is what role the state
should play in the preservation and promotion of individu4 freedom. The "'classic" liber&

argue that a iimited govemment is the only way to maintain individual freedom whereas the
"progressive" liberals allow for government intervention in the econorny as a means to
freedom and community. The contrast in philosophical approach and interpretation is what
spawned the liberal debate that has recently grown in both literature and prominence.
Due to the breadth of the topic, I have chosen to focus primady on the liberal
writings of John Locke, J S . Mill, T.H. Green, Herbert Spencer, Milton Friedman and the
Iibcral critics Hannah Arendt and Ronaid Beiner. These authors have been selected for their
seminal contribution to the development of the liberal debate. It will be shown that Locke is
the first significant liberal and it is his writings that underpin the later philosophical tensions
that were to emerge. Both Mill and Green are exarnined because they represent the
emergence and solidification of the "progressive" liberal tradition.
Spencer and Friedman are also significant contributors to the liberal debate. Both
Spencer and Friedman revitalized the "classic" liberal tradition and more importantly, despite

the difference in time and continent, they share strikingly similar liberai ideds. This is
important because it indicates the continuity of thought amongst "classic" liberals. Finally,
Arendt and Beiner will be examined because they offer substantial criticism of liberal
thought and atternpt to illustrate that the philosophical tensions in IiberaI thought are
irresolvable and have grave consequences for the political freedom of individuais.
The fact that the debate and tensions have yet to be overcome has become the
hallmark of liberal thought. Both "classic" and "progressive" liberal thought battle for
primacy in both theory and practice, which serves to stimulate the debate. The lack of a
foreseeable end to the debate and tensions makes for a worthwhile study and leads to the
interesting question of how and why liberalism is able to remain a strong theory.
The objective of the thesis is to consider this question through an historical andysis

of liberalism, its tensions, problems and cycles of debate. T o d o so the thesis will be divided
i n t o five chapters. Each chapter is intrinsically related to the next by offering one segment of
t h e origin, nature and current manifestation of the liberal debate and the philosophical
t e n s i o n s that underscore it.
The first chapter is the current introduction, which serves to provide a general
overview of the liberal debate and the manner in which it will be discussed. This chapter is
important because it sets the parameters of discussion in an otherwise large and multifatious
topic. It recognizes that the debate and players are much more vast and varying, but provides
the essential details of the debate, and the current bifurcated state of liberal thought.

Liberalism is a very broad and complex field of study. It is for this reason that the
analysis and scope of this thesis be clearly defined. The thesis does not profess to offer a
soluîion to the liberal tensions and problems, but proposes instead to illustrate and account

for them. What is necessary to demonstrate is how liberalism came to have its tensions and
how it deals with them. It is the belief of the thesis that an examination of these tensions and
the nature of the debate are useful in the further study of liberal thought, thus serving to
broaden the liberal discussion. This having been said, it is now possible to move on to
outlining the main chapters and their role in delineating the philosophical tensions in litKral
thought and their constraints on the "good life."
The second chapter will examine the liberal works and contributions o f Locke, Mill
and Green. It will be shown that liberal theory is grounded in Locke's philosophical works
and it finds its first theoretical challenge in Mill. An even fuller philosophical debate emerges
with Green. It will be further demonstrated that Green was the first theorist i n the liberal
tradition to posit the importance of community.
The intent of this chapter is to illustrate the origins and development within liberal
thought- Thus. the chapter necessarily begins with an examination of Locke who is
commonly held to be the progenitor of liberai thought. In analyzing Locke. several of the
problcms and philosophical tensions embedded in liberalisni will be illustrated. This study of
Locke is essential to the elucidation of the debate that inevitably arose in liberalism as his
works provide the theoreticid foundation of "classic" liberalism. The liberal constraints on
the "good life" will be revealed in the analysis of Locke. in the chapter it will further be
shown that Locke's liberal theory laid the foundations for the liberal critics' attempt to
identify and transcend the tensions and constraints on individual freedom and community
inherent in liberalism.
Following the discussion of Locke the chapter moves on to examine Mill's
contribution. Mill's works are chosen as the next major point of analysis because he is

regarded as the first author of "progressive" liberal thought and for this reason he marks a
significant shift within liberal thought. The roots of "progressive" liberal thought are located
in Mill's works and it is his foundations that are built upon by subsequent "progressive"

IiberaI thinkers.
The chapter will demonstrate that Mill's acclaim as the initiai "progressive" liberal
thinker is accurate on the basis that he was the first liberal thinker to recognize and attempt to
find a solution to the philosophical tensions and problem of cornmunity found in Locke. As

such, the chapter asserts that Mill's theory is a watershed in liberal discourse as well as
provides the foundation for the liberal debate. The chapter argues that

Mill sought to

alleviate what he considered to be the lack of community in liberai society and thought. In
Mill's opinion, what is lacking in liberai thought is a clear notion of the greater social good.
Mill criticized earlier liberal thought for its s c a t examination o r inclusion of the role
of community in the happiness of the individual. He sought to partially remedy the probIem
of community and the social good through the inclusion of a greater role of the state in
cducation. In his view, an increased role of the state would assist in the creation of the greater
good of the social whole as well as help facilitate an environment for individual dcvelopment
and exercise of one's intellectual capacities. Mill's endorsement of state support for
education was a substantial deviation from a Iimited state advocated by Locke.
After the examination of Mill, the chapter will move on to discuss Green. It will be
shown that Green is important to the liberai debate for his delineation of liberalism's
constraints on the "good life." It will be demonastrated that Green expanded upon Mill's
notion of community and the need for the state to assist in the actualization of the social
good. Green is important to the thesis for his solidification of the "progressive" liberal

tradition. He did so because, not only did he write after the liberal rejoinder of "classic"
liberdism by Spencer, he also helped lay the theoretical foundation to John Maynard Keynes'
welfare liberai theory. which will be discussed in chapter three.
Also important is the fact that Green carrïed Mill's concept of cornrnunity and the
social good further to critique natural rights theory and give the state a primary role in the
development of the social good. The significance of this contribution is that it offers an
apposits example of how "progressive" liberalism develops and builds upon the previous
thinkers in its attempt to resolve liberalism's inherent philosophicd tensions.
The third chapter moves frorn the origins and tenets of liberal theory to an anaiysis of
Spencer and FriedrnanThe chapter will show that C . B. Macpherson's claim is correct that

Friedman had nothing new to add to liberal discourse beyond Spencer. The chapter will
clearly illustrate the continuity of this new "classic" liberalism with Locke. In so doing it will
demonstrate that the new "classic liberalism professed by Spencer and Friedman is nothing
but a re-statement of Locke, and thus situates Iiberalism in a fixed and unchanging context.

This is significantly different frorn that advocated by "progressive" liberals who argue that
some change in liberalisrn is necessary for liberalism to remain a viable theory. However,
both Spencer and Friedman make the claim that the only authentic f o m of liberalism is
"classic" liberdism. The chapter will d s o examine the specific cnticisms offered by Spencer
and Friedman in regard to the ramifications of state intervention on individuaI freedom. It
wilI be shown that Spencer earmarks the resurrection of "classic" liberalism and fuels the
liberal debate.

The fourth chapter will provide a critical assessrnent of liberalism's constraints on the
"good life." The main authors studied in this chapter will be Beiner and Arendt. These

theorists were chosen because they offer a similar, yet varying criticism of liberalism. They
assess the problems of the liberal tensions and assert the need to re-examine the liberal
tradition for its theoretical merits. In their opinion living with the tensions in liberalism is
insufficient on the b a i s that these tensions have not worked to resolve any of the reai
problems faced in the twentieth century. And what is more, they argue liberaiism itself has
been the cause of specific problems facing individuais and freedom. Thus, by providing an
ovenil critique of liberal thought, they offer an alternative approach to its examination.
The chapter will d s o assess the liberal critics' claim that both "classic" and
"progressive" liberais fail to meet their objectives of individud freedom and community. It
will be shown in this discussion that, aithough the cntics are able to offer some new and
interesting insights into liberalism and its problems, they are unable to offer a viable solution

to these problems. The inability to provide an aitemative to liberalism constrains its own
ability to resolve any of its noted problems. Moreover, the philosophical tensions that
underscore liberalism remain.
The tifth and concluding chapter examines the liberal tensions from a holistic
perspective. It re-examines al1 of the liberal arguements presented by the "classic" and
"progressive" liberal thinkers as well as the ideas brought forth by the liberai critics. in
essence, it aptly begins where the last chapter ended. It concludes that the liberal critics
succeed in oifenng some intellectual challenges to liberal thought, but notes that without a
clear and practicai solution to the liberal tensions and problems it appears unlikely that
Iiberalisrn will fully benefit from the cycle of debate. As a result, the sarne tensions will
continue to reappear thereby failing to fully address the perennial problem of reconciling
individual freedom with political participation and comrnunity.

In a further analysis of the subject, the final chapter argues that liberal thought appears
to have round its own way to deal with its tensions, The method used by liberals to live and
deal with its tensions is to continue to swing between "classic" and "progressive" liberai
thought, thereby leaving the outcome of the liberai debate wide open. The chapter concludes
that the liberai swing between "progressive" and "classic" liberal forrns definitively reveals
its tenacity of life. Most worthy of note is how the swing between the competing liberal
forrns has semed to further and fuel the "progressive" liberal literature and approach. It

further notes that regardless of the new theories emergent in the "progressive" liberal
tradition, a response is always forthcoming from "classic" liberals seeking to reaffirrn their
status as the only representaives of authentic liberal thought and practice.
The thesis concludes that the tensions in liberalism serve a functional role in liberal
thought. Both sides of the debate appear to benefit from the debate in their ability to gain
primacy in practice at different times. It must be noted that "progressive" liberals perhaps
gain the most from the debate. as they are able to build on previous ideas whereas the

b

"classic" liberals maintain a set and unchanging liberal theory. In all, it appears that the
manner in which Iiberdism deals with its inherent tensions is to accept, or at the very least
live with them.

The liberal critics also serve an important function in steering liberal thought away
from its traditional philosophical debate by exarnining the very principles of liberal theory.
This opens up new ground for the furtherance of a liberal critical discussion that may soon
find a viable solution to the liberai problems.

The thesis offers a cntical examination of liberal theory that enables one to challenge
IiberaI assumptions existent in its underlying principles and Ianguage. It believes that in

challenging liberal assumptions, one is once again able to ask core political questions.
Moreover, in examining liberal thought, one is able to open the possibility for the creation o f
a political community and transcend the liberai constnints on the "good Iife."

THE INDIVIDUAL AND THE COMMUNITY:
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE TENSIONS IN THE LIBERAL TRADITION
Socid change is common to al1 societies. Usuaily, the social changes that occur do
not disrupt the economic, political, and cultural underpinnings of the society, but
complement the development of society. However, rapid econornic change c m acceierate
social change beyond the capacity of the existing political, economic, and cultural structure

of the society to adjust. in the mid-seventeenth century, England was undergoing a
signi ficant economic transformation that was shifting the prevailing political and economic
structure of English society. in this context of change and social stress a new political and
economic theory emerged. The new ideas in this theory favored the success and stability of
the new economic order. The new theory proposed was liberal theory. This chapter will foçus
on the liberal theories of John Locke, John Stuart Mill and Thomas Green.
The purpose of this survey is to provide the historical context for modem liberalism

and the tensions it must cope with. Three thinkers often taken as especially sufficient have
bcen chosen here to illuminate the course of liberalisrn's history. The chapter begins with an
ovemiew of Locke's liberal theory as presented in his Second Trentise on Gor~ernnrerlrand
thcn movcs on to examine Mill's contribution to iiberal theory. It wilI be shown that Mill
takcs a diffcrcnt direction from Locke. Mill's theoretical innovation is to add a moral

principle of community into liberal theory. Following the discussion of Mill, Green's Iiberal
theory will be exarnined briefly. The exarnination of Green is important for understanding the
present philosophical tension in liberal theory. For he furthers the notion of a moral ideal of
community in liberal theory, which this thesis submits is the pnmary source of the
philosophical tension in the liberal tradition.

In the Second Treatise on Govenrnienr, Locke outlines the characteristics of liberal
theory. C.B. Macpherson argues that, not only is Locke the founder of liberal theory, but he
is also the originator of liberal dernocratic theory. According to Macpherson:
11

Locke's work invites this treatment. for i t seems to have alrnost cverything
chat could be desired by a modern libenl democrat. Governmcnt by conscrit.
majorhy mlc. minority rights, moral supremacy o f the individual, sanctity o f
individual property-al1 arc chcrc. and al1 arc fetchcd from a first principlc o f
individual natural rights and ntionality.'

In addition, Macpherson asserts that Locke's political theory contains al1 the "underpinnings
of a modem Iiberd capitdist state."Macpherson's assertions regarding the implications of
Locke's work for the future of liberal thought and practice clearly illustrate Locke's role and
importance to the development of liberdism.
Locke begins his Second Treatise with a discussion of man in the state of nature.
According to Locke, the state of nature is "a state of perfect freed~rn."~
For Locke, the state
of nature represents perfect freedorn because it enabled men "to order their actions. and
dispose of their possessions and persons, as they thought fit."' Moreover, Locke d s o asserts
that the state of nature was "a state of equality, wherein al1 the power and jurisdiction is
reciprocal, no one having more than another."' His contention that the state of nature was a
state of perfect freedorn is pertinent to understanding the essence of the Iiberal philosophical
tension. For Locke, perfect freedom entailed the absence of coercion from another. Equaiity
is neccssary because it is what ensures and demonstrates that al1 are free from extemal

cocrcion.
The essence of Locke's Iiberai philosophy rests on the idea of perfect freedom, that is,
frecdom from external constraints. Isaiah Berlin, in bis book Four Essays on Liberty
describes Locke's conception of freedom as negative freedom. According to Berlin, negative
freedom is "simply not to be prevented by other persons from doing whatever one ~ i s h e s . " ~
Berlin's description of negative liberty is consonant with Locke's conception of freedom.

Equally as important as freedom in the state of nature for Locke is man's innate ability to
reason. in the state of nature Locke argues that reason is what binds al1 men to live freely and
peacefully. He describes reason as something that "obliges everyone: and reason, which is
that law teaches al1 mankind, who will but consult it, that k i n g al1 e q u d and independent. no
one ought to h m another in his life, hedth. liberty, o r possessions."7 Locke asserts that it is
reason chat naturally guarantees man's freedom. He believes al1 men will naturally use their
reason as a means to be free from extemal constraints. He believes that men will rationally
choose not to interfere o r harrn another man in his choice of life, health and allocation of
possessions. Clearly, Locke was the progeni tor of the concept of negative freedom.
The question to ask, then is, if man is perfectly free in the state of nature why would
he choose to Ieave it to form civil society? In Locke's opinion, man's innate rationai
capacities are what enable him to know natural law. The strength of natural law, however, as

Locke presents it, is only as strong as man's desire to adhere to it, although Locke argues that
al1 men have the rationd capacity to recognize it. This is a very interesting point because it
leaves open the possibility that not al1 men desire to follow or consult rationd law. in the
state of nature the failure to abide by natural law presents a problem as to how to judge and
punish those individuals who choose to violate naturai law.

According to Locke, it is the fact that there are not any impartial judges in the state of
nature that allows the transgressed individuals to punish the offender as thcy see fit. To
emphasizc this point he States: "the execution of this Iaw of nature, is in that state, put into
every man's hands whereby everyone has the right to punish the transgresser of that la^."^
Without the desire to follow natural law or impartially judge it there is a possibility that al1
men wiIl faIl into a state of war. In his view a state of war is one in which al1 men have the
ability to punish others for offenses, punishment that can be severe as death. He argues that
in this situation peace and reason become threatened because an impartial adjudicator cannot

fix the appropriate pendty. In essence For Locke. the state of nature is andogous to anarchy.

and in his view anarchy is the antithesis of freedom.
What is important to note in regards to Locke's analysis on the limitations of natural
law in the state of nature, is the fact that, although he attributes rationdity to dl men, he
recognizes that not ail men, as noted above, chose to abide by it; otherwise there would be no
need for any individual to punish infractions of natural law. This point is important because it
indicates that man's innate freedom in the state of nature is a state of perfect negative
freedom in which men can al1 d o as they please, within the limitations of natural law.
However, natural law is not always obeyed and is always prone to subjective interpretation.
Although the perfect state of negative freedom is desirable, the proclivity of the state
of nature to fail into the state of war leads Locke to propose the creation of civil society. He
argues that this solution allows for the maintenance of natural law and the protection of
man's natural freedom.
However, if dl men were rational in the state of nature there would be no logical
reason why one man would choose to transgress on another's life, liberty or property. That
men d o transgress on others shows that there was something missing in the state of nature
that is more than the absence of an overrirching authority. Perhaps not ail men in the state of
nature wcre equal in the sense that not ail possessed enough property by means of which they
could sustain their perfect freedoms. Under such circumstances it bccomes rational to defy
natural law and to takc what is neccssary to preserve life. Such an act of self-preservation
would d s o appear to be rational considering that Locke's first two laws in the state of nature
are the preservation of life and liberty. This probiem, however, is absent in his work and

therefore it is necessary to follow his own argument funher. It is this point that leads most
clearly to the philosophical tension inherent in the liberal tradition.
Locke notes that the problems with natural law in the state of nature present an
obstacle to the protection of freedom. The logical and necessary question to be asked is why
did transgressions occur if al1 men were peaceful and free? The explanation found in The
14

Secotzd Treatise is that

Locke had to use the threat of transgression in order to justify the

movement from the state of nature to liberai civil society. This motive is evinced in his
ensuing statement that 'civil government is the proper remedy for the inconveniences of the
state of nature, which must certainly be great where men be judges in their own case."9 The
fact that Locke views men as unreasonable judges connotes that individuais in the state of
nature are not as mtional as he initially contends.
After justifying the need to create a set of laws against transgression and arbitrary
judgment, Locke returns to man's innate rationality as the guide to the creation of civil
society, a rationality that he eariier dismissed as k i n g insufficient to prevent transgression in
a previous state of perfect freedom. Despite this seeming contradiction Locke argues that
man's innate rationality is strong enough to guide men into civil society.

According to Locke, civil society was forrned in a contract where men agreed
"together mutually to enter into one community, and make one body politic ...''O

T o explain

the transition from the state of nature to civil society Locke introduces the state of w u .
However, it is important to note that the introduction of the state of war contradicts his state
of nature. To reiterate, Locke argues that the state of nature is "a state of peace, good will,
mutual assistance and preservation ... men living together according to reason, without a
cornmon superior on earth, with authority to judge between them."" The peace of the state of
nature is intempted, he argues, "through the use of force. But force, o r a declared design of
force. upon the person of another, where there is no common superior on earth to apped to

for relief is the state of war.""

In the Second Treatise, Locke points to the state of war to apped to man's rational
capacities. He wishes to emphasize the fact that without adherence to naturai law, a state of
war inevitably emerges. In his opinion, once the state of nature has been intermpted by the

state of war man's natural freedom has been threatened. Thus, it c m be said that he mentions
the state of war to impose an element of fear arnong the supposed contracting individuals so
that such an undesirable state as the state of war does not endure. The constant theme in
Locke's work is the fact that civil society is the only place where individuals can retain their
natural liberty. He argues that "[Tlo avoid the state of war ... is one great reason of men's
putting themselves into society and quitting the state of nature.""

In his opinion, civil society is the rational creation of the majority of individuals who
voluntarily corne together for the assurance of peace, life and the protection and free disposai
of possessions. He writes that "[E;lor where there is an authority, a power on earth from
which relief c m be had on an appeal, there the continuance of the state of war is excluded,
and the controversy is decided by that power.""

Thus, civil society, Locke asserts, ensures

that every man will "have a standing rule to live by, common to everyone of that society ... a
liberty to follow his own will in al1 things

...

and not to be subject to the inconstant,

uncertain, and unknown arbitrary will of another man."'5
The creation of civil society, according to Locke, resolves the problem of the absence
of law in the state of nature through the establishment of a set of rules each individual
volun~arilyparticipated in creating. The notion of voluntarism is important as it indicates that
the contracting individuals were free from any external coercion in the decision to form civil
society and the laws that followed. Furthermore, Locke stresses the voluntary nature involved

in the creation of civil society to ensure that the govemment created is one that protects each
individual from any extemal coercion, that is, from either the state o r other individuals.
The issue of property is the core of Locke's liberal theory. According to Locke, the
creation of individual property is the basis of civil society. One reason why the state of war
emerged was due to the transgression of one man upon another in the protection and disposal
of property. Once civil society has been formed, property becornes Locke's central focus in

the protection of man's freedom. In making the possessions of property the benchmark for
freedom, Locke ironically infnnges on freedom. He does so by equating man's labour with
the property of things, such as land, or a materiai item. Thus, man's labour is conceived as a
cornmodity that c m be bought and sold like any other possession. Locke's equation of men's
labour with property contributes to the philosophical tension inherent in the liberal tradition.
This is so because later liberals have argued that equating labour with property truncates
man's human and political qualities.
in order to justify his conception of liberal civil society as just and naturai* it was

necessary for Locke to allow for equal property possession by ail the contracting individuals.
However, in Locke's conception of civil society not al1 individuais possessed sufficient
property in the sense of land from which they could make a living. Locke needed to fînd
another way of establishing equality. For Locke, this was t o give men propeny in thernselves.
He writes:
cvery man has a propen,. in his own pcrson: this nobody has a right
to but hirnself. The laboitr of his body and the work o f his hands. we
may say arc propcrly his. Whatsoevcr then hc rcmovcs out o f the statc
that naiurc hath provided. and left it in, he hath mixed his labour wiih.
joincd ii to somcthing thar is his own. and rhcreby makcs it his own
prope-. Ii k i n g by him rcmoved fram the common statc o f nature
it harh by his labour anncxed io it. thrit c x c h d c d thc common right of
other men: for his labour bcing the unqucstionablc propcrty o f the
labourer: no man can have the ricghc to that ...16

The other significant point of liberal philosophicai tension contained in Locke's definition of

property is that he defines property as the right to exclude. To

further

substantiate

justification of pivate property, Locke argues that:
God gave the world to men in comrnon: but sincc hc gave it them for their
bcnefit. and thc grcatcst convenicnccs of lifc ihey wcrc capable to draw
from it. it cannot be supposed he meant it should always rernain common

and uncultivated. H e gave it to thc use of th<: industrious and rationa1..."

his

What becornes obvious for Locke is the owners of property are rational and industnous.
Private ownership, however, leaves out a large segment of the population that does not own
any property. Individuals falling into this category are forced by the need to maintain their
lives to sel1 their labour.
Locke argues that the accumulation of private property in the state of nature by one
individual was unlawful if there was not enough for another individual- He states that "if the
gathcring of acorns, or other fruits of the earth, rnakes a right to them, then anyone can gross
as rnuch as he will. To which 1 answer this is not

SO."'~

In this sense, every individual was

equal in his ability to possess private property, but should have no more property than he can
use. He writes:
thc samc iaw of narurc that docs by this mcans give us propcrty. docs
also bound that propcny too. God has givcn us al1 things richly'
...But how far has hc givcn it to us? To enjoy. As much as anyonc c m
make use of to any advanrage bcforc it spoiis... Whaievcr is bcyond
this, is more than his share and belongs to o t h ~ r s . ' ~

However, this theory of property in the state of nature is incongruent with Locke's property
theory presented in his civil society. It then follows that some event had to occur in which
this situation changed. According to Locke, this change occurred when rnoney was
introduced. He uses money as a justifying tool to support unlimited private property
accumulation by individuals and, hence, unequal distribution of properry. Locke states that:
~ h same
e
nilc of propriety thar evcry man should have as much as he could
make use of. would hold still in the world ... IO suffice double the
inhabitants. had not the inveririon of manex. and thc tacit agreement of men
io put a value on it. introduccd by consent Iarger possessions, and a right to
ihern...'o

Money was the obvious solution for Locke because, by its very existence, it is "some lasting
thing that men might keep without spoiling and by mutual consent men would take in
--
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exchange for the tmly useful, sorne perkhable supports for life."'l The creation of money and
scarcity of property are justified by Locke on the basis that ai1 agreed to it.
The invention of money also serves another important use: money not only accounts
for inequality of possession, but also is an indicator of individual ski11 and achievement.
Thus, it follows that not al1 men in the state of nature were equal in this sense. Locke
comments on the materiai results of these different IeveIs of ability: "different degrees of
industry were apt to give men possessions in different proportions, so this invention of
money gave them the opportunity to continue and enlarge them."" Thus, the assumption of
consent to money allows Locke to side step the egaiitarian objections to his defense of the
institution of private property.
However, his logic regarding mutual consent entails equal ability, which Locke
admitted did not exist. This suggests that al1 individuals in the state of nature would not
accept money. Drawing upon this logic it then follows that tacit consent to accept money, as
a right to uniimited accumulation, is also false. It aiso suggests that not al1 individuals in the

supposed state of nature tacitly agreed to f o m civil society. It is here that Locke's theory of
individualism and the state of nature c m be open to criticism.
Locke's theory of unlimited property accumulation meant that some men had to sel1
thcir labour to make a living. In this sense not al1 individuals were equal in civil society, nor
did thcy have equal political power. Furthemore, these individuals would be considered
irrational for disputing Locke's civil society, as its dissolution as mentioned by Locke would
Icad to the state of war. The disparity in property and access to power is the foundation of the

philosophical tension within liberal thought.
The essence of law in civil society, Locke explains, is to preserve and enhance
individual freedom: "the end of al1 law is not to abolish or restrain, but t o preserve and
en large f r e e d ~ m . "Freedom
~
from restra.int is essential because it ensures that individuais

will be able to accumulate possessions and to make voluntary contracts without any outside
interference. The role of the state is then to be lirnited to acting as "an umpire. by settled
standard rules. indifferent and the sarne to ai1 parties"." According to Locke, it is essential to
have a Iimited government to maximize individual freedom from extemal constraints. Thus,
the State as an umpire exists to ensure that the contracting individuals followed the agreed
upon laws created in the formation of civil society outlined above.
The strength of Locke's liberal theory lies in the equality of al1 rnembers. It must be
noted chat al1 men in his civil society were not equal because some men had to sel1 their
labour for a wage. Thus, it is necessary for Locke to extend his notion of equality to include
those wage labourers into the contractual agreement. Otherwise, the contract is not binding
on al1 members and civil society is not secure.
Locke's theory outlined in his Second Treatise forms the basis of al1 liberal thought
and subsequent criticism. He laid the foundation of individual rights and freedoms that have
become the hallmark of liberal practice. There are, however, many areas in his Second
Trearise rhat open his theory to criticism. And so, not only did he begin and cernent the
liberal tradition. his social contract theory also contains the seeds of the philosophical tension
in the Iiberal tradition that were to Iater grow and eventually begin a liberal debate. It is for
this reason that Locke's contributions are wonhy of examination in any critique of liberal
thought.
A good illustration of significant philosophical tension introduced in liberal thought is

found in the writings of Mill. in the mid-nineteenth century the pnmacy of the individual
above the community as a central precept of liberal theory began to be questioned by Mill. In
Utilitariunisrn, Mill cites liberal good as something that is beyond the mere individual. He
offers a different conception of good than does Locke. which is the point of philosophical
tension. For Mill, good is a route to individuai happiness: "the creed which accepts as the
foundation of moral utility ... holds that actions are right in proportion as they tend to

promote happiness, wrong as they tend to produce the reverse of happiness.""
For Locke, on the other hand, the good is freedom itself. Also contrary to the liberal
philosophy espoused by Locke. Mill notes that the greatest good or utility can only be
realized in a community. By emphasizing the need for a more cornmunitarian ethos, Mi11 is a
watershed within liberal theory. According to Mill, the happiness of the individual and the
social whole are important. Mill wntes that, "the utilitrtnan m o d i t y does recognize in
human beings the power of sacrificing their own greatest good for the good of o t h e r ~ . " ~ H e
says that "the happiness which f o m the utilitwian standard of what is right in conduct, is

not the agent's own happiness, but that of al1 concemed."" What is expressed in Mill is the
assertion of a strong community composed of individuah concemed with the happiness of
others. This is somewhat different from what Locke says. According to Locke. individuai
freedom is the only end or good. Community is only the sum of the individuals rather than
something that transcends the collectivity of individual interests. Mill, on the other hand,
locates individual happiness within a community.
in U~ilirarianisrn, Mill asserts that each individual is endowed with intellcctual

capacities that require the opportunity to be developed. The development and exercise of
inrcllecrual capacities. according to Mill, is what enables man the greatest arnount of
happiness.
Man's intellcctual capacities are of greater pleasure in Mill's view, because "few
hurnan creaures would consent to be c h a n p d into any of the lower animals ... no intelligent
human being would consent to be a fml; no instnicted person would be an ignoramus, no
person of feeling and conscience would be selfish and base

In his opinion, the reason

why no intelligent person would submit to lower pleasures is because it would produce more

unhappiness than happiness. Mill writes "[ut is better to be a human being dissatisfied than a

pig satisfied; better to be Socrates dissatisfied than a fool ~atisfied".'~
For Mill, the individual pursuit of lower pleasures as a good is akin to the life of a
pig. He further explains this sentiment in his statement: "[A] k i n g of higher faculties
requires more to make him happy, is capable of more acute suffering ... than one of an
inferior type, but in spite of al1 these liabilities. he can never really wish to sink into what he
feels to be a lower grade of e x i ~ t e n c e . " ~
The promotion of Milt's principle of moral utility resides in the cultivation of higher
order tastes. Consonant with this is the greatest good for the social whole. In Mill's opinion,
the greatest good for the social whole is the cultivation of a noble character, which he
associates with individual happiness. To support this contention Mill writes:
and if it may possibly bc doubtcd whether a noble character is always
ihc happier for its nobleness. there can be no doubt that it makes othcr
people happicr. and that rhc world in general is imrnensely a gainer by
it. Uiilirarianism can hcrcfore only attain i t s end by the gcncral cultivation
of noblcness of character. evcn if each individual wcre only bcnefitcd by
ihc nobieness of others. and his own. so far as happincss is concerned.
wcrc a shccr deduction frorn the bencfit. But thc bare enunciation of
such an absurdity as this last. rcnders refutation ~ u ~ c r f l u o u s . ~ '

A noble character, Mill argues, is one in which the agent develops and exercises the

cultivation of higher order tastes. In s o doing, the agent can main the moral utility principle
dcscribed by Mill. this being for the agent not to seek his "own happiness, but the greatest
amount of happiness al1 t~gether."~'
One problem Mill wished to illustrate is that noble character requires the opportunity
to be developed and exercised. Ln order to do so, he argues that there must be an environment
that facilitates and encourages the development of these intellectud capacities. In his view:
mcn lose their high aspirations as they lose their intcllcctual tastes,
not bccause they havc not time for indulging them: and ihcy addict
thcmselves io infcrior pleasurcs. not bccause thcy prefer them. but
bcrausc they arc cither thc only ones io which ihcy havc access, or

the only ones which they are capable of e n j ~ ~ i n ~ . ~ ~

The point that Mill attempts to make is that the prior interpretations of liberalism have
worked to foster the pursuit of lower or inferior pleasures. This is due to the fact that the
ability to enjoy higher order pleasures has k e n absent in society, or access to them has k e n
denied to a large number of individuals. Al1 individuais, Mill wishes to convey, have the
ability to understand and prefer higher order pleasures, but certain circumstances exist that
prevent them from k i n g enjoyed or developed.
The fact that Mill notes the existence of circumstances that inhibit the enjoyment and
development of man's intellectual capacities and therefore noble character marks a transition
in liberal thought. Previously, liberal theory was premised on the protection of negative
liberty, as noted in the discussion of Locke. However, Mi11 recognizes that negative liberty is
insufficient for man to have full access to freedom and the deveiopment of his intellectual
capacities.
In Mill's view something more than pure negative freedom is needed for man to have
access to and enjoyment of his freedorn. He believes that liberty is something that cm only
be practiced and understood by "individuals in the maturity of their capa~ities."~
Mill argues
that for al1 men to be tmly free, they must have access to the means of developing their
intellectual capacities, as well as the freedom to exercise these capacities. Mill sees the
ncgative liberty, of freedom from external constraints as essential to the presewation of
man's freedom. However, he also notes that a different kind of liberty is also necessary for
intellectual development. in his view, not only must man have freedom from constraints, he
must afso have the means to develop and exercise his intellectual capacities. Only in the
resultant ability to act and exercise his intellectual capacities, in Mill's opinion, can man be
happy In observing the prevalence of inferior pleasures over intellectual pleasures in liberal

society, Mill alludes to the fact that inferior pursuits occur because there is no other option.
or at least a lirnited option. As a result Mill acknowledges the need for doors to be open in
order for man to have access to the exercise and development of his intellectual capacities.
An example of this recognition is Mill's commentary on education. Ln his opinion the current
form of liberal education is not carrying out its function to promote the exercise and
development of man's intellectual capacities. He notes that "the present wretched education,
and wretched social arrangements,

rire

the only real hindrance to its k i n g attainable by

Mill argues that if education were available to everyone then everyone would have
the possibility of developing a noble character. Moreover, in so doing man could be
productive and master of himself- Berlin supports this interpretation o f Mill in his staternent
that Mill:
bclievcd that al1 hurnan progrcss. al1 human grcatness and virtuc and
frccdom dcpcnded chicfly on the prewrvation of such men and the
clcaring o f paihs for [hem...He thoughr thai othcrs like them could bc
cducated. and. whcn they were educated. would be entitled to make
choiccs ... 36

Mill's support for supplying individuals with the means to develop their intellectual
capacities can a k o be seen in his commentary on poverty. Poveny, Mill argues. could be
"completcly extinguished by the wisdom of society, combined with the good sense and
providence of individuals."" Mill believes that poverty could be eradicated through the
education of individuals to pursue higher intellectual tastes. Mill believes that education can
open up the possibility for social providence and wisdom that would dictate that the existence
of poverty contradicts the social good, which for Mill is the promotion of the happiness of

the community. For Mill. however. for poverty to be overcome. man must place the wellbeing of the comrnunity above himself.
The promotion of the happiness of the comrnunity, Mill argues, requires moral

obligation. Mill explains mord obligation, or duty toward another as utilizing one's
conscience. According to Mill, "the pure idea of duty, not with some particular forrn of it, or
with any of the merely accessory circumstances. is the essence of conscience."" Mill thinks
that each individual has an obligation to respect another and ensure the good of d l . Mill's
idea of commund obligation is a watershed in liberal thought as previous discourse was
grounded in the l a n g a g e of individual rights and negative liberty. Here Mill brings in what
some would consider a non-liberal constmct of duty.
What is aiso pertinent is the fact that Mill notes the importance of duty and its relation
to the community and individual rationaiity. in a sense he combines liberal and non-liberal
thought to forrn a balance of ideas, although maintaining the rights and good of the individual

as central. The importance he attaches to duty is evinced in his definition of conscience as
"the interna1 sanction of duty

... a

feeling in Our mind; a pain more or less, attendant on

violation of duty. which in cultivated mord natures rises, in the more senous cases, into
shrinking from it as an imp~ssibility."~'
A moral conscience, in Mill's opinion, is "not innate, but acquired."* Further to this,

in his view. conscience is something that is developed and cultivated in the presence of
others; it binds one individuai to another in a fashion that demands an obligation to respect
and assist in the exercise and developrnent of the other person's freedom.

According to Mill an open and proper education can facilitate the development of a
moral conscience connected to the community. More specifically, Mill argues that a strong
community is essential to the good of the individuai. Mill believes that morality requires a set
of common interests. Liberal theory has previously been premised on competing interests.
Thus, the question arises as to how one can move from a society of unlike interests to a
society of like interests while simultaneously maintaining Iiberalism. Mi11 argues that this
probkm can be solved through moral education.

Mill says that when morality is redized through the cultivation of intellectual
pursuits, it will result in the "strengthening of social ties and al1 healthy growth of society.
[and] give to each individual a stronger personal interest in practicaily seeking the welfare of

others."" Furthemore, Mill asserts that the promotion of community will:
cive to each individuid a strongcr personal intcrcst in pnctically
consulting the wclfare of others; it also lcads hirn to identify
his feelings more and more with their social good. or ai l e m
with an even greater dcgrec of practical consideration for it.
Hc cornes. as though instinctiveIy. to be conscious of himsdf as
a being who of course pays regard to others. The g d of othcrs
bccomcs to him a thing natumlly and necessarily to be attendcd
to. like any of the physical conditions of our exist~nce.~'
C

In providing for the education of individuals, Mill legitimizes a more positive role for the

state to assist in opening the doors to those who d o not have access to the development and
exercise

their higher intellectual capacities.

The provision that Mill makes for the use of the state in the education of individuals
is in reference to social unity. Mill argues that:
[I]n an improving statc of the human mind. the influcnccs arc
constantly on the incrcasc. which tend to gencratc in cach
individual a fceling of unity with al1 the rest: which if pcrfcct.
would rnakc him never think of. or dcsire. any bcncficial
condition for hirnsclf. .. if wc now Suppose this fccling of unity
to bc taught as a religion. and the wholc forcc of cducation of
institutions and of opinion. dirccted as it once was in thc case of
rcligion, to mrike cvcry pcrson grow up frorn infancy surroundcd
on al1 sidcs both by thc profession arid practicc of it. 1 think that
no one. who can rcalize this conception, will fccl any misgiving
about rhe sufficicncy of the ultimatc sanction for the happiness of
rnora~it~.~~

Thus. in reviewing the above discussion on Mill, it becomes clear that a strong argument c m
bc made that he represents a watershed in liberai theory.

Mill represents a watershed in liberal thought and practice because he recognizes the
need for a community as well as the need for man, not just to have freedom from constraints,
but to also have the opportunity to exercise and develop his capacities. Moreover, in his
discussion of the principle of utility, Mill gives as much weight to the development of the
individual as he does to the moral development of the community. In so doing Mill shifted
liberd theory away frorn Locke's upholding of negative freedom towards the reaiization of
one's freedom through the possibility of development.
Despite his recognition of the need for comrnunity in liberal thought, Mill remained
committed to the importance of negative liberty for individuai development. Evidence of this
can be seen in his statement that it is "unjust to deprive any one of his personal liberty, his
property or any other thing that belongs to him by la^."^ In this sense, Mill's concept of
negative liberty is comrnensurate with Locke's. This is evinced in Mill's defense of the
liberty of the individual to accumulate as much as he c m . He argues that:
a person is said to have a right to what he can earn in fair professional
compctition: bccause sociciy ought not to allow any other person to
hinder hirn frorn cndcavoring to earn in thai rnanncr as rnuch as hc cari."*

However, when this statement is examined in the context of his commentary on community
and duty, a slight inconsistency in his previous argument appears. The inconsistency is the
fact that, as noted in the above discussion on Locke, not al1 individuals have the same access
to property and, as a result, the ability of some individuals to accumulate as much as they

desire inhibits others from having access to property. Consequently, the development of a
moral community is less viable. Mill endorsed unlirnited property accumulation perhaps
because he construed capitalism as serving the utilitarian end of promoting the greatest
amount of individual happiness. Nevertheless, his contribution to the importance of
community in liberai thought served to open the liberal discussion beyond the language of
individual rights.

Mill argues that at al1 times governmentai power should be limited. In his opinion if
govemment is given too much power it has the anti-liberal potentiai of tyrannizing over the
people. He wntes, "the people who exercise the power are not always the same people with
whom it is e ~ e r c i s e d . "Mill
~
notes that the representatives of the people may have interests
other than that of those whom they represent. In his view this could lead to tyranny.
According to Mill if the govenment is given jurisdiction in the day to day lives of
individuals it has the capacity to make decisions that adversely affect the good of the social
whole. To support this contention Mill argues that:
Society can and does cxecute its own mandates: and if it issues
wrong mandates instcad o f right. or any mandates at dl in things
it ouzht noi to rncddle. it pnctices a social tynnny more
formidable than many kinds o f political oppression. since. though
noi usuaIly upheld by such extrcrne penalties. it leaves fcwer means
of escape. peneirating much more deeply into the dclriits o f Me. and
cnslaving the sou1 itse~f."

T o avoid social tyranny, Mill proposes a balance. He writes "[TJhere is a limit to the
legitimate interference of collective opinion with individual independence: and to find that
limit, and maintain it against encroachment, is as indispensable to a good disposition of
hunian affairs, as protection against social despotisrn-"48

The balance of individual and collective power is essential. It is important for Mill
that individuals be connected to the social good, but simultaneously be allowed individual
thought and expression. If the balance of negative freedom and community is not maintained,
he argues that eventuaily "individual liberty will probably be as much exposed to invasion
from the government as it already is from public opinion."Jv The ideas expressed by Mill. in
regard to the need to develop a noble character, coupled with his recognition for the need to
balance individual liberty with the social good, makes him a watershed in liberal theory.
Mill did not just assert the rights of the individual separate and apart from the socid

whole, but rather he recognized and endorsed the need to maintain and develop a strong
moral community in which individuals c m assert their rights and freedom. As such, Mill
marked a significant shift in liberal thought that remains pervasive in liberal discourse. One
exarnple of a thinker influenced by Mill's new ideas is Green.
Green is a central figure in the liberal theoretical debate. Green took what was
implicit in Mill, in regard to the need for duty and community, and made it more explicit.
Although Green does not make any direct reference to k i n g a descendent of Mill's, a strong
argument c m be made that he carried Mill's liberai contributions forward.
Green extends Mill's liberal argument regarding the need for a strong community.
This continuation of the "progressive liberal tradition initiated by Mill by Green is clearly
seen in his assertion that "the only good thing is a good will."lo According to Green, a gooâ
will is one in which one's individual will is connected to the good of the social whole. A
funher similarity between the two thinkers c m be witnessed in Green's conception of liberal
freedom. For Green "[Flreedom consists not simply in the absence of restraint but in the
pursuit of those objects which "good will" presents to us, it consists in obeying the law of
our own moral being."*' Like Mill, Green argues that "freedom is not a negative thing but
soniething positive. It is achieved not through annihilating our "naturd impulses" but by
uniiing thcm with higher interests, in the realization of one's self as an idea of perfection.""
Green carries Mill forward by asserting that self-perfection "cm never be realized
apart from othcr individuals ... There can be no individual well- k i n g apart from social wellbcing.""

However, as Hallowell suggests, Green diverges from Mill in his belief that

"[I]ndividuals derive their conception of what constitutes self-improvement from social
~
morality, from a conception of a common good that is embodied in that r n ~ r a l i t y . "Unlike
Mill. Green is willing to place more emphasis on the importance of community and the role

of the state than he gives to negative liberty. For Green, the common good talces precedence
over negative liberty for the purpose of maïntaining a strong moral comrnunity.
As noted above, Mill foresaw that the common good, as the measure of individual

happiness, might not always be a good because it has the potential to Iead to tyranny. if the
government acts to implernent its version of the social good. Green dismisses Mill's fear of
governmental tyranny as a genuine problem. His disagreement with Mill is made dear in his
staternent that ''[Slociety teaches us to prefer that which we ought, to that which we would
like."55Cementing the difference between Mill and Green on the issue of state responsibility

and control is Green's contention that the state '5s the highest forrn of society, the completion
of the idea of s o ~ i e t y . "Moreover,
~
Green argues that "apart from the state the individual can
really be said to have no existence as a person?'

in essence, for Green true individual

identity cannot be known without the existence of cornrnunity.
Along the same lines, Green asserts that individual rights are moot without a
community: "it may still be tme to Say that the members of the state derive their rights from
the state and have no rights against it.""

Notwithstanding the importance Green places on

comrnunity for individual identity and rights, he still shares Mill's notion of the need for
individuals to dcvclop a noble character. According to Green, a noble character is "an
attribute of character, in s o far as it issued in acts done for the sake of their goodness, not for
the sake of any plcasure or any satisfaction of desire which they bring to the agentws9Hcre
Green carries Mill's argument of moral utility forward to assert that morality itself is an
obligation of the individual that achieves the good of the social whole.
Green argues that the "good" cannot be held to a utilitarian standard as it is in Mill.
For Green, the "good" is "founded upon interests which are other than the pure interest in
being good, and govemed by rules of conduct relative to a standard of goodness other than

that which makes it depend on this interest

... Otherwise the ideal would be an empty one.""o

Thus Green. like Mill. introduces illiberai terminology into his liberal theory, but much more
strongly than does Mill. Grecn is pivotai in promoting "progressive" liberal thought that

assens the need for a mord community and allowance for state interference in the affairs of
the econorny, which most significantly earmarks the philosophical tension within the libenl
tradition.

In promoting the need for state interference as a necessary means to the cornmon
good, Green argues against liberal utilitarianism with which Mill is still linked. Green argues
that:
[ültilitarianism proper, recognizes no vocation of man but the
attainment of pleasure and avoidance o f pain. The only reason
why civil rights should bc rcspccted-the only justification for
hm-according io it, would be that more pleasure is attained or
pain avoidcd by the general rcspcct for them...Thcy do not scek
the ground of aciual rights in a prïor natural right. bu[ in an end to
which the maintenance of the rights con~ibutes.~'

AIthough Mill criticizes the strict utilitarian caiculation of pleasure and pain as a
measurcrnent of the social good, his conception of the opportunity to exercise and deveiop
one's intellcctuaI capacities is predicated on the Tact that he believes the exercise of

intellcctual capacities is sornething that brings man the greatest arnount of pleasure. Green
disagrecs, for he views the good as something that must be kept separate from the calculation

of pleasure. in his view, the moral good is something greater and can only exist in the context

of community. As such, it is outside of the purview of individual rights.
Green argues that there are no inalienable rights because "rights Vary from time to
tirne and from place to place in accordance with the moral consciousness of the
comrnunity.'"'

It follows that he conceives no rïghts Save that recognized and supported by

the community. This is again rnarkedly different than the conventional liberal conception of
natural rights. For Green, instead of having rights to protect the individuai from the state, he
argues that "[Elvery right that an individual has is dependent on the social judgment of its
compatibility with general well- king.'"'

He argues that as society progresses toward a more

moral ideal, then individual rights will also change. Green's rejection of natunl rights is seen
in his statement that:
[Nlatural right'. as equal right in a state o f nature which is not
a statc: of society, is a contradiction. Thcre crin bc no right
without a consciousness of common intcrest on the part o f
the rncrnbers of society. Without this there might be certain
powers on the part of individuals. but no recognition o f thcse
powers by othcrs as powcrs o f which chcy allow the exercise.
not any daim to such recognition; and without this recognition or
daim to recognition ihere can be no rightmU

Green completely rejects the idea of natural right and therefore he rejects Lockean libenl
thought.
In contemporary IiberaI societies the issue of individual rights has k e n debated as to

their value to the well

-

being of the individual and the comrnunity. For Green, if rights are

no longer useful. they should be changed or discarded. One final influence on liberal thought

that Green has had is in regard to his conception of morality, or good. His notion of morality,
whicti is conccived of as a good that exists and is maintained in the context of a community,

rather than rclying on liberal rights language as the determiner of the good, forrnally
introduced non-liberal language into liberal thought for the purpose of promoting
individuals' access to the "good life."

In sum, Green's liberal theory is revolutionary in its scope of influence and perhaps is
the most responsible for the philosophical tension in liberal theory. Green chose not to follow
Mill's example for a balance between negative and positive liberty. And more importantly,
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Green advocated a change in liberal terminology, thus adding it to the language of liberal
discourse. In placing a strong emphasis on the primacy of the comrnunity in deterrnining the
moral good of the individual, he also played a prominent role in the justification of social
welfare in Iiberal societies.

Hallowell notes that "[Tlhe social problems that loomed large in Green's thought
were the problems of: education, temperance, and of poverty in land. In these matters he
favored considerable intervention and regulation by the state.'%' Hallowell continues his
argument stating that "Green laid the intellectual foundations for the modem social welfare
state, for old age pensions, unemployrnent insurance, health insurance, and al1 other
legislative schemes designed to promote social ~ e c u n t y . ' ~ A of
l l these public policies have
long k e n a part of contemporary liberal consciousness, which mark the liberal philosophical
tension.
Locke articulated the liberal principles of individual freedom, as freedom from
extemal constraints. As a philosophical and political doctrine. his conception of individual
freedom has been pervasive in laying the foundations o f conventional liberal thought,
discourse and practice. However, as demonstrated in the discussion of Mill, liberalism as
govcrncd by the principle of negative freedom, was perceived to be inadequate to the

fulfillrncnt of an individual and community ideal of a moral good. To solve this problem Mill
offcrcd a balance between the rights of the individual and the needs of the community. As
such, Mil1 is a watershed in liberal theory.

Going further than Mill, in regards to the moral needs of comrnunity, Green chose to
eschcw the founding Liberal principle of negative liberty in favour of community, or more
specifically the endorsement of the state as the definer of the rights of man. The liberal
suggestions offered by Green have resulted in the opening of a philosophical tension in
liberal thought and practice. Following the writings of Locke, Mill and Green, there has

emerged a debate as to how liberal theory should be interpreted and practiced.

CHAF'TER III

SPENCER-FRIEDMAN:
THE OTHER ROAD IN LIBERAL THOUGHT

The fact that not al1 liberal thinkers agreed on the interpretation and practice of
Iiberalisrn resulted in a schism within liberal thought. By the end of the nineteenth century,
liberal theory, aithough rernaining the predominant ideology in Western nations, offered two
competing doctrines for practice. One doctrine saw and advocated the need for state
interventions to promote individual freedom and a strong cornrnunity, while the other
remained cornmitted to a limited govemment as the best guarantee of individuai freedom.
Thus there were two possible roads open in liberal thought and practice. One
available road allowed the state leeway in legislation for the promotion of the new positive
concept of liberty. From this position liberals were led to stances close to those of social
democracy. O n the other hand, there were liberals who followed the track of John Locke.
These liberals argued that the expanded role of the state posed a danger. Starting from the
doctrine of indefeasible rights, some liberals sought to preserve these in the face of increased
state power.
In thc decades fotlowing WorId War Two there was a resoluiion, of sorts, for the

tensions in Iibcrrtl practice and thought as the "progressives" (T.H. Green and John Maynard
Keynes) version of liberalism gained ascendancy. "Classic" liberals, such as Freiderich
Hayek and Milton Friedman were perceived only as voices in the wilderness. Despite the

apparent victory of "progressive" liberdism the tension in liberalism was never tmly
overcomc. Ln the early 1980's the supporters of "classical" liberalism reemerged to
challenge the onhodoxy of "progressive" liberalism. One of the major figures in the
resuscitation of "classic" liberalism was Milton Friedman. Yet, Friedman's liberai daims, far
from being fully accepted, also found their cntics. Prominent arnong these was C.B.
Macpherson.
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Macpherson argued that Friedman's wntings were nothing more than the repetition of
the arguments made earlier by the classic liberal and social Darwinist Herbert Spencer. The
intent of this chapter is to illusuate the points of tension in liberal thought through an
examination of Macpherson's criticism of Friedman. Thus it is necessary to conduct an
examination of the liberal wntings offered by Spencer and Friedman in order to evaluate
Macpherson's charge that Friedman is a liberal in the tradition of Locke and Spencer. It is
Macpherson's contention that Friedman does not offer a new defense of liberalism but
rnerely reasserts an old liberai position.

In contrast to Macpherson, however, Friedman argues that progressive liberal thought
attacks the very essence of liberai freedom itself through the imposition of a large and
intrusive state. What becomes apparent in the unfolding of the liberal debate between
Friedman and Macpherson is the fact that liberal thought is ensconced in an endless cycle of
philosophical debate on the tensions that becarne apparent during the last haif of the
nineteenth century.

To substantiate his claïm Macpherson asserts that "the first thing that strikes the
political scientist about [Friedman's book] Copitalàsm and Freedom is the uncanny
rcsernblance between Friedman's approach and Herbert ~ ~ e n c e r ' s : " '
Eigh:y ycars ago Spcnccr opcncd his Mari Verslcs rlic Srare by drawing
attention to a reversal which hc had believcd had takcn place in thc rncaning
of libcralism: it had, he said. originally meant individual market frecdom as
opposed io statc cocrcion. but it had corne to mcan more stare cocrcion in
the supposcd intcrcst of individual wclfare. Spcnccr assigncd a reason:
carlier libcralism hâd in faci abolishcd grievances or mitigaied cvils su ffered
by the rnany, and so had contribuied to îheir wclfare: the welfarc of the many
then easily came io be taken by libcrals not as a by-product of the real end.
the relaxation of restraints. but as Lhc end iisclf. Spencer regrettcd this without
offering any evidencc that market freedom was ever more basic. o r more
dcsired chan the maximi;rntion of wcalth o r of individual welfm.'

Macpherson believes that Spencer and Friedman restricted the liberal meaning of
freedom and lost al1 sense of the ethical dimension for liberalism:

the libcrals ultimaic goal in judging social arnngcmcnts.. .[=y] in
effect that the liberal is not rcquircd to senousIy weigh the ethical
claims of equality (or any oiher principle o f distribution). let alone the
clainis o f any principle of individual human development such as was
against the
givcn in the first place by libenls like
and
claims o f freedom (which to Friedman of course means market f r ~ e d o m ) . ~

Macpherson supposes that the liberal claims made by Mill and Green are more conducive
than Friedman's to the realization of the liberal end of political freedom and the ethical
requirements of liberal dernocratic societies. What Macpherson sees in the liberal writings of
Friedman is nothing other than the reiteration of an outdated view of individual freedom.
Therefore he refers to Friedman's defense of classic liberalism as " not a defense but an
elegant tombstone of libera~ism.*~

in Macpherson's view Friedman's claim is false that
economy ... is ... a direct component of freedom?

"

a free private enterprise

It is false in his opinion because

Friedman's postulates are predicated on the fallacious proof that "freedom of the capitalist
market is individual economic freedom.. .and his fallacious defense of the ethical adequacy
."~
to Macpherson, capitalism itseif is unethical and for this reason it
of ~ a ~ i t a l i s mAccording
cannot be defended. Moreover. he argues that far from achieving the liberal end of individuai
frecdom. capitalism constrains individual liberty by forcing individuals to labour for
subsistence. In his view individual freedom requires that one be able to surpass subsistence
and develop one's intellectual and political capacities. Thus, contras) to Friedman. who

asserts that "capitalism is a necessary condition of political freedom ... , he asserts that
9-7

capitalism serves to truncate politicai freedom.

Macpherson disagrees with Friedman and Spencer that a strong interventionist state is
incompatible with individual freedom and democracy. He argues in conuast to Friedman and
Spencer that govemment controls in the economy that correlate with some tenets of socialism
are a necessary and vital aspect of individuai and democratic freedom. Moreover, capitaiism
is the antithesis to the maintenance and provision of individual democratic freedom that
liberalism exists to provide.
Macpherson submits that, according to Friedman, al1 "controls, or support of, any
prices, wages interest rates, rents, exports, impons and m o u n t s produced would al1 have to
go; so too would present social secunty prograrns. housing subsidy programs and the like."'
What is curious is that these are indeed exactly the sarne arguments against progressive
liberalism that Spencer offered.
The central focus of Spencer's politicai writings is the espousal of the merits of

limited government and the coercive possibilities of the state facilitated by the legislation of
positive liberty. For Spencer, any increase of power and scope of the state is by its very
essence illiberal and consequently illegitimate. In order to demonstrate his assertions.
Spencer, in his most renowned book, Mm Vcrsrrs rhe Srttte, chose to reexamine and define
the proper boundaries of govemment within a liberal state.

The title of Spencer's book i11ustrates his view that man's freedom requires him to

oppose the power of the state. Throughout this book Spencer repeatedly expresses his belief
that freedom is a natural and necessary quality of man. However, he also asserts that man's
freedom is fragile if the state is given too much power. For Spencer, as the title of his book
suggests, the preservation of freedom resides in man's continued opposition to the coercive
tendencies of the state.

In order for one to be a liberal, Spencer argues that one must first understand the
proper boundaries and limitations of the state. He says that, "it becomes of vital importance
to know, what institutions are necessary to the prosperity of the nation; to discover the duties
of those institutions; to trace the boundaries of their actions. to take care that they perform

their functions properly.'" For Spencer. outiining the boundaries of the liberai state defines
the terms of liberafism and also serves to reinforce his belief that a limited govemment is the
only legitimate form of government and the only form of government that is consonant with
1iberaIism.
To convince liberals that a limited government is necessary for the preservation of
individual freedom, Spencer remarks that increased state authority destroys:
the beautiful seif -adjusting principle. which will kecp ail clcmenls
in equilibrium; and rnorcover. chat as thc interference o f man in
cxtcrnal nature oftcn destroys the just balance and produces grcatcr
cvils than those that can bc rcmedied. so the attcrnpt to rcgulatc al1
thc actions of the communicy by lcgislation, will enmil littlc elsc but
rniscry and c o n f u ~ i o n . ~ ~

In Spencer's view, the world and man operate in accordance with specific natural laws. The

law of nature, Spencer argues, stipulates that man must be free. Moreover, he States that the
law of nature creates a natural equilibrium for man to live in the world. Consequently,
Spencer asserts that. not only does an increase in state authority disnipt the natural

equilibrium; it unnaturally places constraints on man's innate freedom. which in turn creates
misery in men.
For Spencer. because the equilibrium is natural, it is also a key component of man's
freedom. As a result, he argues that any disruption of the natural equilibrium constitutes an
evil. Therefore the proper sphere of government, Spencer argues, is to "defend the natural

rights of man-to protect person and property - to prevent the aggressions of the powerful on

the weak - in a word to administer justice.""

Thus, in accordance with these ct-itena, Spencer

asserts that the only just form of government is a limited government. Spencer shares some
theoretical postulates with Mill. Their common ground is their belief that an increased role of
the state often creates more ills than any good. However, as noted in chapter one, in contnst
to Spencer, Mill recognizes the benefit of the state in providing individuai access to liberty.
According to Spencer, any degree of state power, beyond protecting negative
freedom, results in tyranny. Thus Spencer diverges from Mill. Further, unlike Mill. Spencer
contends that any form of legislation other than the protection of man's natural rights is an
injustice. He writes that:
[Cjan any individuai. whose wickedness or improvidence has brought
him io want, daim relief o f his fcllow-men as an act o f justice.? Can
even the industrious labourer, whose distresses have no1 resulted from
his o w n misconduct, complain that his natural rights are infringed unlcss
the legislature compcls his ncighbours to subscribc for his relief? Ccrtainly
not. Injustice implies a positive act of oppression. and no man or men can
bc charged with it when maintainine a ncgaiive psition."

Therefore Spencer distinguishes negative and positive liberty. This distinction is important in
terms of the present discussion. as it demonstrates the existence of a theoretical divide in
libcral thought. Of equal importance is Spencer's dismissal of positive liberty as a just
practicc of liberalism.
Aftcr rejecting positive liberty, Spencer leads the discussion in situating the
contemporary liberal debate. For Spencer, justice is negative liberty. To cement this view he
asserts that, "[Jjustice comprehends only the preservation of man's natural nghts."" in order
to dissuade us from the realm of positive liberty, he wntes that the preservation of justice
"requires that there be no enactment of any law, unless it can be shown that natural rights
have been infringed."'"

Contrary to Mill and Green, Spencer contends that al1 interventionist laws are unjust
because they create more misery than the good that they are legislated to promote. The
implication and importance of this position is that misery is created because individuai
freedom is infringed. Spencer is thus in the Lockean, rather than in the MWGreen liberal
tradition.
As noted in chapter one, Green argues that individual rights can change as society
progresses toward a more moral state. Spencer attacks this notion of rights. According to
Spencer, al1 rïghts are inalienable because they are naturai; that is, they are the rights of man

as he existed in the state of nature. In his view "a natural right may usuaily be easily defked.
Its boundaries are ~elf-evident."'~As such, Spencer argues that any change to these rights is
unjust. This is the nexus of Spencer's argument for a limited liberal state.
However, according to Green, in the late nineteenth century, a large number of
individuals did not have adequate access to freedom (as a result of iow wages). That so many
individuals were prevented from realizing their freedom indicated that not al1 men had access
to their rights. Because of man's inability to make what he perceived to be real choices Green
suggests the need for positive liberty, o r a freedom to do, rather than just the negative form of
liberty. He advocates positive liberty because negative liberty is without meaning for the
poor and the wretched.
For Green, freedom means the ability to d o and not merely the right to be left alone.

However. in Spencer's view, natural rights are inalienable, and the only way they can be
limited is through the use of extemal force applied to individuals to prevent them from acting
in the manner of their own choosing. Thus for Spencer, negative liberty is the only form of
liberty. Man's naturai rights, as the base of justice, require the protection of the individual
from the coercive power of the state, and therefore there is no case to be made for the
Iegislation of positive liberty.
For Spencer, since liberal justice is the protection of individual freedom, he can

argue that morality or justice is the protection of natural freedom. On the other hand, the
"progressive" liberal thinkers, such as Green, view "the g o o d as a principle in the
comrnunity that requires society to uphold the rights of every individual to live a hiIl and free
life. As a result, liberal theory is divided on the issue of the rote of the individual and the
comrnunity.

In order to suppon the maximization of individual freedom, Spencer assens that
monetary supplements given to the poor erode liberalism because they unnatunlly suppon
those who are naturally weak. It is his belief that those individuals who cannot support
thernselves are not fit to survive, and hence. should be lefr alone to suffer their plight. This is
just for Spencer because, if these individuals are assisted, they will weaken the human race

with their "unfit" traits. Thus, he argues that it is an injustice to use state regulation to assist
these individuals. This belief is observed in his following question and response:
[Clan any individual. whose wickedness o r irnprovidcnce has
brought him io want. clairn the relief o f his fellow-man. as an
act of justice'? Can evcn the industrious labourer. whose
disrrcsscs havc nor resulted from his own misconduct.
cornplain chat his natural righls have bcen infringcd'? Ccrtainly
not. Injustice impIics a posirirpe act of oppression, and no man.
or rncn can bc chargcd wiih it whcn rncrcly maintainint a negarir-e
position. To gct a clcarcr view of this. let us again rcfcr to a
primitive condition of society. whcrc wc al1 start with cqual
advantagcs. Onc part of thc comrnunity is industrious and prudent.
and accumuiatcs properry; thc othcr idlc and improvidcnt. or in somc
cascs pcrhrips unfonunatc. Can any of thc onc c l a s dcrnand relief
(rom the othcr? Can evcn those whose povcny is soiely thc rcsult of
misfortune, clriim part of thc producc of thc industry of another'? No.
Thcy rnay seck comrniscration: they may hopc for their assistance;
but thcy cannot takc thcir stand upon the ground of j ~ s t i c e . ' ~

Spencer shows little compassion towards the Iess fortunate. He accepts private
charity, but regards even this form of assistance to the less fortunate as unjust, serving only to

weaken the human race. In his opinion, nature has endowed every individual equally, but
some individuals, for whatever reasons, are not as productive as others. For him this is a

natural situation and the poor should have no speciaI props in the natural contest of life. To
gram speciaf supports through the use of state legislation would interfere, not only with the
natural rights of man, but d s o nature itself. For this reason he concludes that state regulation
to assist the poor is an act of injustice.

Spencer argues that the greatest accomplishment of liberalism is that it replaced the

"Tory" tradition of power, privilege and coercion. in his critique of "progressive" liberalism,
he asserts that the exercise of state regulation is nothing other than new fangled '"îoryism".

He writes, "most of those who now pass as Liberals are Tories of a new type."" What
Spencer means by this label is that some liberais have endowed the state with power and
pnvilege to assist individuals who are unable to provide for themselves. For Spencer, such an
exercise of "Toryism" is coercive, unnatural and an act of tyranny against the freedom of
individuals.

To counteract what he perceives to be the growing acceptance of "Toryism", Spencer
deems it necessary to restate the fundamental principles of liberalism:
it sccms nccdful to rcmind cvcryone what Liberalism was in the past that thcy rnay pcrceivc
its unlikcncss to so callcd Likralism of the present. It would be inexcusable to narne thcsc
various rneasurcs for the purpose of pointing out ihe character common to thcm wcrc it no[
in our driy mcn have for_rottenthcir comrnon character. Thcy do not rcmcrnber that. in one
way or othcr way. al1 thcsc ~ l Libcral
y
changes diminished compulsory CO-opcration
throughout social lifc and incrcascd voluntriry CO-opcration.They have forgoticn that. in
onc dirccrion or anothcr. thcy diminishcd the range of government authority. and incrcûsed
tlic arca within which each citizen may act unchccked. Thcy have lost sight of the tnith ihat
in p s t tirncs LibcraIism habitually stood for individual frccdom versus state cocrcion.'"

Spencer hopes that by his reiterating "classic" liberal precepts the trend toward positive
libeny in liberal thoupht and practice can be stopped. What is most pertinent to the
discussion at hand is that Spencer atternpts to situate liberalism into a definite and
unchangeable context.
Spencer is a naturai rights theorist. In so being, he holds the belief that the world and

man are subject to specific laws deterrnined by nature. Thus, for him, man must at ail times
live in accordance with these naturai laws and forces to retain freedom. For Spencer, the
detemining laws of nature are such that man is and always will be a subject of their control.
T o support this belief he writes:
[Al11 t h e x cvils which afflict us. and secrn to the uninitiated thc
obvious consequcnces o f this o r that removable cause. are
unavoidable attendants o n the application in process. Humanity
is k i n g prcssed against the inexorable necessities of irs new
position - is k i n g moldcd in harmony with &cm. and has to bear
the resulting unhappiness as best it can. The process mus? be
undergone. and the sufferings must be endured. No power o n
carth. no cunningly deviscd Iaws of statesrncn. no world rcctifying
schcmcs o f the humanc. no communist panaceas. n o reforms that
man ever did broach. crin diminish hem one jot. Inicnsificd they may
bc. and arc: and in preventing thcir intcnsification, thc philanthropie
wiIl find ample scope for exertion. But thcrc is bound up with the
changes a normal amount o f s u f f ~ r ï n ~ . ' ~

Spencer uses his belief of man as k i n g deterrnined by uncontrollable external natural forces
to attack the use of state regulation as a remedy to man's sufferings. The legislation of laws
to mitigate man's suffering at the hands of natural processes is, for Spencer, irrelevant,
because man is incapable of escaping this condition.
Liberalism in its pure negative form, for Spencer, is the only just practice because it
enables man to freely develop in accordance with the natural process of nature. A11 forms of

suffcring, in his opinion, are just one step in the natural progress of man and nature. In

appIying Spencer's argument it follows that man's power is derived from nature. Those
individuals who suffer are the unfortunate by-products of nature and should remain so. The
men who endure are those best suited to continue nature's progress.

Spencer attributes the decline o f liberalism to the moment that positive liberty "was
conceived by Liberal statesmen and Liberal voters as the aim of liberalism."" Liberalism
decIined because some liberal thinkers proposed the need to promote community rather than

remainint focussed on the individual. For Spencer, the promotion of community c m only
come at the expense of the individual. in such a promotion he claims that liberalism, in its
true form, h a k e n fundamentally altered. He writes that the "popular good has come to be
sought by Liberals, not as an end to be indirectly gained through the relaxation of restraincs,
but as the end directly gained. And seeking to gain it they have used means opposed to those
originally used.""
The self-appointed task undertaken by Spencer is to rescue liberalism from reform

tendencies. in recognizing the growing consensus in liberal thought for positive liberty, he
considers its merits. He analyzes the positive liberty argument directed against him. He
presents the argument as follows:
you forgct, he wishcs to say, the fundamental diffcrence bctween the
powcr which in the past. cstablished thc rcstnints that liberalism
abolishcd and the powcr which in thc present. establishes the restraints
you cal1 anti-libcralism. You forgct that the onc was irrcsponsiblc powcr.
whilc the other is rcsponsible power. You forger that if by the recent
Icgislation of Liberais people are variously regulatcd. the body which
rcgulatcd thcm is of their own creating and has warrant for their acts.77

In response to this argument he counters:
In thc firsr placc the rcd issuc is whcthcr the livcs of citizcns arc morc intcrfcrcd
with than thcy werc: not thc agcncy which intcrfercs with them...In thc second
placc. if it not bc objcctcd that the analoey is faulty, sincc thc govcrning body
of a nation 10 which as protector of the national lifc and intercsts. al1 must submit
undcr pcnalty of social disorganization. has a far highcr authority ovcr the citizens
than ihc govcrnmcnt of any private organization has over its rncmbcrs; thcn the
rcply is that. granting thc differcncc. thc answcr madc continues valid ....FinaIly ...
thcsc multitudinous rcstraining acts arc not dcfcnsiblc on the ground that thcy
procecd from a popularly choscn body: for the authority of a popularly chosen body
is no morc to bc rcgardcd as an unlimitcd authority than the authority of a monarch:
and that the tnic Iibcralism of the past disputcd the assumption of a monarch's
unlimitcd authority. so uue liberalism in the prcsent will dispute the assumption of
an unlimitcd pxliamcntary authority."

In effect, Spencer argues against the strong possibihty for the Ioss of freedom arising from an

increase in state authority, regardless of the intentions behind the increase. He thinks it is

more important to recognize the detnments attached to state authority than to attempt to
justify tyranny through an appeal to democracy.
Continuing his critique of positive liberty, Spencer retums to the notion of "Toryism"
as the only legitimate name for an interventionist state. He writes:
standing as it docs by coercion o f the State versus the frccdom
o f the individual, Toryism remains Toryism. whether ir extcnds
this cwrcion for selfish or unseifish reasons ...The aiuuistic Tory as
wcll as the cgoistic Tory belongs to the gcnus Tory; though he
f o m a new spccics of the gcnus. And both stand in direct conuast
wilh libcrals as who wcre dcfincd in the days when Liberais were
rightly s o callcd. and whcn rhe definition was "one who advocatcs
grcaler freedom from rcstrainr. especially in political institution^."'^

After labeling any legislator or theorist who advocates the need for positive liberty in the

name of individuai freedom a "Tory", Spencer then argues that state intervention is the same
as slavery and socialisrn. It is worthy of note that Spencer refers to positive liberal practice as
socialist after he refers to it as "Toryism". The possible explanation for this apparent
inconsistency is that he did not see any real difference in state practice between the two
theories or that the coercive effect upon the individual by the two systems of government is
the samc.

Despite the inconsistency in t e m s noted above, Spencer was explicit in his
delincation of slavery. He defines a slave as "one who is owned by another

... the ownership

must be shown by control of the slave's actions - a control which is habitudly for the benefit
of the controller."

Furthemore, Spencer argues, a slave "is a prisoner whose Iife is at the

mercy of the captor ... treated as an animal he must spend his entire effort for his owner's
ad~antage."'~For Spencer. "classic" liberaiism is the obverse of slavery, and thus, "classic"
liberalism must be maintained to prevent the slide of freedom into slavery.
However, from the perspective of positive liberal theory, slavery can also result from

an excess of negative freedom. In a Iimited liberal market state, individuals are forced to sel1
their labour In order to earn a minimal wage to enable the owner to maximize his profitMoreover, merely by k i n g in an econornic situation in which one has to sel1 his o r her labour
to another, one has lost some of his or her freedom. in having to sel1 one's labour, one
becomes &in to a slave. Using Spencer's words, the worker, through the selling of his o r her
labour relies on the mercy of the owner to remain dive, and as such lives a life of a slave. It
is for this reason that some liberal thinkers support the use of positive liberty to enable
individuais access to the realization and enjoyment of freedom.
For Spencer al1 such thinking is erroneous. He argues that "the changes made, the
changes in progress, and the changes urged will carry us not only towards state ownership of
land and dwellings and means of communication but state usurpation of industries -..and so
will be brought about by the desired ideal of the s~cialists."'~Soçialisrn, he contends, will
result in the decay of society, because legisIators who failed to abide by the past practices of
liberaiism made mistakes in legislation creating more social problems than were previously
present.

Spencer's belief in the deterrninism of natural forces is reflected in his philosophical
association to Darwinism. As noted earlier, he contends that assistance to the less fortunate
serves to weakcn the human race or more poignantly, promotes "the survival of the
~nfittest."'~According to Spencer, "the beneficial results of the survival of the fittest, prove
to be immeasunbly greater.""

in his presentation of liberalism he appears to endorse

wecding the gene pool of individuals who suffer on the basis that they have proven rtnfit.
This is illustrated in his statement that:
[O]f man. as of al1 infcrior spccics. the law o f conformiry to which the spccics
is prcscrvcd. is that among the aduIts thc individuals best adaptcd to the
conditions of thcir existcncc shall prospcr rnost. and ihat the individuals

lcast adaptcd to the conditions of ihcir exisrencc shall prospcr lcast - a law
which if unintcrfcred with. entriils survival of the fittest. and the spread o f the
most ridapiive varietiesM

One need not look far to see the practical problem with Spencer's survival of the fittest
assertions. In the liberal market he describes, not al1 those who are weaithy will be able to
retain their weaith because the nature of the system is such that wealth is accumulated into
fewer and fewer hands. If this type of naturai selection were to continue the logical outcome

would be a situation in which more and more people will become poor and utifif to survive.

In short, if this process were to exist, eventually only a few weaithy or fit men would inhabit
the world.
Spencer's thoughts on natural liberty are closely related to the k k e a n tradition- He
believes that Iimited govemment is the best and only way to promote and ensure man's
natural freedom, For this reason he crïticizes "Tory" social policies because they extend the
sphere of government, which in his opinion serves to infnnge on man's natural liberty. He
believes that an extended government inherently destroys liberty by taking away some of
man's power and liberty and placing it in the hands of the state. For him, liberalism sought to
end these practices. Moreover, his dislike of "Toryism" is aJso related to his social

Dawinistic views.
Spencer regards al1 men as having equal naturai rights. He argues that the state should
not in any way interfere with these rights. According to his wntings, state assistance to the

poor not only infringes on man's liberty, it artificially supports a group of people whose
existence lirnits the liberty of others. For this reason, natural selection, or survival of the
fittest is the only way to ensure and promote individual liberty.

Spencer elevates the individual, especially the econornic success of the individual as
supreme. In so doing, he tmncates the importance of community and access to a healthy
political and free life. For Spencer, freedom of the individual from the external constraints of
govemment is imperative. In fact, so strong is this conviction that he is willing to go as far as

natural selection to support his beliefs. As extreme as the theory of natural selection is,
especidly in its application to human beings, the use of it clearly illustrates his commitment
to man's natural freedom. Despite the fact that some of Spencer's assertions are debatable,
they add strength to Iiberal discourse and help fuel the contemporary liberal debate. One of
Spencer's most influential successors is American economic philosopher, Milton Friedman.

In situating the contemporary liberal debate, Friedman is a centrai figure. The
similarity that Friedman has to Spencer lies in his cnticism of liberal thinkers and politicians
who promoted the use of government in the economy for the purpose of enhancing positive
freedom. Friedman, Iike Spencer, views liberalism as synonymous with capitalism. in so
doing both submerge politics into the marketplace. However, in his critical examination of
"progressive" liberaiism, Friedman is much more explicit on the importance of maintaining a
liberal open market for the protection of individual freedom. Friedman does not fully share.
or express Spencer's Darwinism, but in his belief that econornic laws are fixed and naturally
create equilibrium a connection to this idea c m be made. it is for this reason that this thesis
supports Macpherson's claim that Friedman merely restated Spencer. The vaiidity of this
d a i m is relevant to the current liberal debate as it cements the existence of two roads within
liberal thcory. Friedman's stronger emphasis on the economic freedom of man is evinced in
thc title of his book, which is Cnpitalisrn and Freedorn.
In Cupitalisrn and Freedoni, Friedman examines the negative effect of governrnent

policies on the freedom of the individual. He asserts that the erosion of individual freedom is
attributed to the policies enacted by the American government during the Great Depression.
The effect of the depression social welfare policies, he argues, have placed constraints on the
free market, which in tum, constrain individual choice of how to live one's life. The
depression and post- depression pdicies are the focus of the majority of his writings.
Analogous to Spencer, Friedman contends that the only way to ensure individual
freedom is to maintain a Iimited government. Friedman argues that, "the preservation of

freedom is the protective reason for limiting and decentralizing govemment power."" In a
similar manner as Spencer, he asserts that state intervention causes more harm than good,
regardless of the intentions of the legislators.
The similarity of Friedman to Spencer is evident throughout bis writings. Consonant
with Spencer, Friedman contends that the meaning of liberalism has changed. Friedman
argues that the meaning has changed because "the enemies of the system of private enterprise
have thought it wise to appropriate the label."3' The enemies of private enterprise, for
Friedman. are the same enemies enumerated by Spencer; they are the proponents of
sociaiism. Liberalisrn proper, Friedman argues, emphasizes:
frccdom as the ultimatc goal and ihc individual as the ultimatc entity
in society. It supportcd lassicz-faire at home as a means of reducing
thc rolc of the state in economic affairs and thereby enlarging the role
of the individual; it supported free tnde abroad as a rncans of linking
thc nations of the world togcther peacefully and dcmocnticaliy. In
political matters. it supportcd thc dcveloprncnt of representative
govcmmcnt and of parliamentary institutions, reduction in the arbitrary
powcr of the statc and thc protection of the civil frcedoms of individu al^.^^

The nced for a free market is central to Friedman's criticism of contemporary liberai
theory and practice. This can be seen in his staternent that, "in the late nineteenth century and
cspccially after 1930 liberalism came to be associated with a very different emphasis,
particularly in economic policy. It came to be associated with a readiness to rely on the state
rather than voluntary arrangements to achieve objectives regarded as desirable."" Moreover,
&in to Spencer, Friedman asserts that this change resulted in "a revival of the very policies

of state intervention and patemalism against which classic liberals fought."-'' What is most
interesting about this comment is that it is almost an exact reiteration of that made by
Spencer. Friedman, like Spencer, asserts that state intervention suppresses the freedom of the

individual by engendering a dependency of certain individuals on the state.
The threat to liberalism, Friedman argues, is correlated to the increase in state power
in the econornic affairs of the state. A me liberal, he asserts, is "fundamentally fearful of
concentration of power."'

His objective is to preserve the maximum degree of freedom for

each individual. Consequently, he argues that govemment should not be assigned any
"functions that can be perforrned through the market both because this substitutes coercion
for voluntary CO-operationin the area in question and because, by giving it an increased role,
i t threatens freedom in other areas?

Thus, it can be seen that, for Friedman, capitaiist

economic freedom is what protects liberal political freedom.
However, a problem arises in practice. For example, if one does not possess econornic
power, the liberty to buy and sel1 what one desires, then one cannot fully enjoy political
power. An individual who cannot provide for his or her subsistence through the market
restricts his or her economic and political freedom. As a result, it can be justified for the state
to intervene to ensure that al1 individuals have economic power to pursue their political
power. This is the same problem that Spencer had in his attempt to relocate Iiberalism.
In the twentieth century it was Keynes more than anyone else who took up Green's
point of view. Friedman contends that it is the use of Keynes' economic theory that has
changed the meaning of Iiberalism. For Friedman, "Keynes' political bequest has done more
harm than his economic bequest

... whatever the economic analysis, benevolent dictatorship

is likely sooner or later to lead to a rotalitarian s~ciety."~"riedman

made this assertion

because, in order for Keynes' proposais to work, a large government bureaucracy needed to
be created. Bureaucracy, Friedman contends, increases the power and scope of govemment
and will, if left unchecked, inevitably usurp individual freedom. Friedman was therefore
disappointed with the etection of Franklin Roosevelt because, in his view, "ever since the

New Deal a prirnary excuse for the expansion of government activity at the federal Ievel has

been the supposed necessity for govemment spending to eliminate ~nernployment."'~
Another criticism made by Friedman, in regards to the iegislation of welfare policies,
is the influence of academics. Friedman comments that:
[Tjhe membcrs of Roosevelt's brain uust were drawn mainiy from
the universities...thcy reflcctcd the change that had accurred earlier
...from belief in individual responsibility, lassiez faire and a
dccentralized governmnt to bclief in social responsibility and a
powcrful centaiized government. It was the function of governmcnt,
rhey believed. to proicct individuais frorn the vicissitudes of fortune
and conuol the opration of the econorny in the "generd intrresr"
cven if that involved government ownership and operation of the
rncans of

The use of these academics, Friedman argues, turns the government into a form of
aristocracy. These are the sarne sentiments expressed by Spencer. According to Friedman the
academics intluenced government to change its policy to become more interventionist. For
Friedman, like Spencer, the change in the role of government to that of a socid planner
results in a resurrection of "Toryism" and the demise of liberdism.
The new form of "Toryism", according to Friedman, reduces freedom of choice and
dignity because control resides in the government rather thm the individual. Similar to
Spencer. Friedman States that the government "will proceed to do the wrong things because
the people elected them to do the wrong things.""

Thus, Friedman. like Spencer, places

greater value on individual freedom than on democracy. For both Friedman and Spencer,
justice is the protection of negative rights.

To promote his view of justice Friedman suggests the merits of entrenching a
balanced budget amendment into the American Constitution. Such an amendment, he argues,
is "very much in the spirit of the Bill of Rights. Their purpose [the frarners of the
constitution] was to limit the govemment in order to free the people. Similarly, the purpose

of the balanced budget amendment is to lirnit the government and to free the pe~ple."~'For
Friedman, liberalism is a theoretical and practical theory that values individual freedom as its
fundamental principle. The well - k i n g of the comrnunity, then, can only be realized throuph
the protection of individual freedorn, which for him is synonyrnous with free market

In Friedman's view, individual economic freedom is threatened by state regulation in
the form of social welfare programs. He writes, "social programs do not achieve their
objectives; the evils they were intended to repair stand out. In the private sector, failure
means less rnoney to spend. In govemment, failure means more money to spend.""

In his

view welfare programs never achieve their goals and thus should never be implemented.
Again, this is similar to Spencer's observations.
For Friedman, government spending does not solve the problems it intends to solve.
What is more, it often generates more problems. This is what prornpted him to state that, "the
road to Hel1 is often paved with good intention^."^ According to Friedman, a continued
increase in government spending, due to the printing of more money by the FRS, leads to an
increase in inflation because more money is being put into the economy. This, he argues,
creates inflation and therefore increases prices. in capitalist theory, an increase in prices leads
to an increasc in unemployment because individuals will have less to spend and invest.
The feedback effect of government created inflation in Friedman's view causes the
need for govemment to print more money. For Friedman, this is the inevitable result because
inflation creates greater unemployment, which in turn will result in the need for more welfare
and unemployment spending by the govemment. This is similar to the example given by

Spencer regarding the negative effects of government housing. For this reason Friedman
concurs with Spencer that govemment spending results in tyranny and the net loss of
individual freedom.

The econornic premise behind government spending, Friedman States, is founded on

false assumptions. In his view govemment spending creates more harrn than good and for
this reason should be cunailed. Using a sirnilar argument as Spencer, he contends that the
realization of the good is "an individual and not a social matter"?
The use of state regulation to remedy social problems, Friedman argues, Ieads to
higher taxes and erosion of individual freedom. He shares the sarne perception as Spencer
that individual libeny is tied to negative freedom. On this agreement in liberal principles

Macpherson's staternent about Friedman is correct. The cornmunity, in the opinion of
Spencer and Friedman, should never be granted moral authonty over the individual because
to do s o engenders a loss of individual freedom. Furthemore, the end, or good of the social
whole, for Friedman and Spencer, shouId never be used as a tool for govemment to promote
the freedom of the individual. Such practices, they contend, result in tyranny and slavery.

Thus, they espouse the necessity of a limited government for the preservation of individuai
freedoni.
Friedman acknowledges the need for some government regulations to monitor the
free market. However, on the whole, in his analysis of liberalism, he offers a recapitulation of
Spencer's

argument

albeit without making

reference to social Darwinism. Thus,

Macpherson's comment has been substantiated. Friedman made more explicit Spencer's

IiberaI contentions through his strict focus on free market capitalism as the legitimate form of
Iiberalism. In so doing, he has been the central figure in situating the parameters of the

contemporary liberal debate.
Spencer and Friedman present economic freedom as legitimate liberalism. For them,
the use of positive liberty is ami-liberal, and as such, must be stopped. Both perceive that an
emphasis on the social health of the community as an end of liberalism is inherently
destructive to man's negative freedom. The arguments presented by Friedman and Spencer
initiated a great deai of discourse in liberal thought and practice. Their arguments have been

both contested and accepted by many liberal thinkers and practitioners and so liberal thought
is divided.
The most important contribution to liberal thought by Spencer and Friedman is the

fact that they have resuscitated "classic" liberal principles to give them a new and more vital
life. The continued support of "classic" liberal principles has spawned a large amount of
literature from "classic" and "progressive" liberals alike as to what is the best forrn of
government to promote the liberal end of freedom. The increase in literature on this subject
has also served to broaden the debate. At the forefront of the contemporary liberai debate,

Macpherson challenges Friedman o n his understanding of individual freedom.

CHAPTER N
RE-ASSESSING THE PHILOSOPHICAL TENSIONS IN LIBERAL THOUGHT:
TRANSCENDING OR ACCEPTING THE TENSIONS?
Since its inception liberal theory has undergone several structural and theoretical
changes. The inclusion of positive liberty into liberai theory, as noted in chapter three, has
had a profound effect on the interpretation and practice of liberalism. One of the greatest
influences has been liberalism's alliance with democracy. Democratic theory has played a
key role in furthering the contemporary liberai debate. The alliance with democracy has
actuaily changed the conception of liberalism among liberal thinkers such that liberalism is
no Ionger seen to be separate from democmcy. In short, Iiberalism is now commonly
conceived as libeml democracy.
Because liberalism has developed into liberai democracy it follows that the liberal
debate has also become a debate about democracy. "Classic" liberals, such as Friedman and
Spencer, now argue that an interventionist state weakens both ii'berdism and democracy
because it Iimits freedom of choice. As discussed in the previous chapters, "classic" liberals
submit that liberal democracy requires freedom of choice. "Classic" liberals believe that it is
the market that best guarantees individuals the necessay degree of freedorn. On the other

hand. "progressive" liberal thinkers, such as J.S. Mil1 and T.H. Green, argue that this
conception of liberal democracy is flawed because it undermines the importance of the good
of community.

The philosophical tension within l i b e d thought h a recently culminated into what
appears to be an endless repetition of debate. The debate or tension is recycled over the
interpretation of liberal rights and the good of the individuai and cornmunity. Essentially, the
entire focus of the tension resides in determining the appropriate means to achieve the liberai
end of individual freedom. Some liberal thinkers, such as Milton Friedman and Herbert
Spencer, contend that individual freedorn, as an individual nght, is the highest good. This
chapter argues that the inherent philosophical tension in liberal thought is most likely

irresolvable and therefore requires a more thorough examination of the theoretical
underpinnings of liberal thought to consider the possibility for the development of an
alternative approach to liberal thought that supports both the sanctity of individual freedom
and the value of cornmunity.
Regardless of their particular l i b e d stance, al1 liberal thinkers regard the end, o r
good, of liberalism as the freedom of the individuai. The interpretation of freedom in liberal
thought is the primary source of the ongoing philosophical tension within liberal thought.
The "classic" liberal interpretation of freedom is the abitity of individuais to act without state
interference or extemal constraints. "Progressive" liberai thinkers, on the other hand, regard
freedom as the ability to act, that is. the ability to overcome econornic and other constraints.
Thus far it may appear that there is Iittle difference between the two conceptions of
individual freedom. However, where the philosophical tension arises in l i b e d thought is the
"progressive" liberal dlowance for state intervention in the economy as a means of
promoting the freedom of the individual juxtaposed with the narrower conception of
"classic" liberalisrn.
Ronald Beiner is arnong the commentators on liberalism who seek a different
discourse, one that avoids the qucst for the appropriate means for guaranteeing freedom. It
should bc strcssed that Beiner is one of several liberal critics who seek an alternative focus

for libcralism. His commentary on liberalisrn is, however, quite poignant and for this reason
his writings serve as an apt illustration of some of liberalism's shortcomings in resolving its
inherent tensions.
According to Beiner "[Tlo pose a political controversy in the l a n g a g e of good is to
open up, rather than close off, issues in which we can al1 debate and which we can weigh up
in various ways; to resort to the invocation of rights is to preclude al1 debate, for the rights
appcaled to are meant to be non-negotiable."'

Beiner further argues that:

[Tlhe widcly assumed if not absolutely prevailing view within contcmporary
liberal sociery is that thcre is no nced to adjudicate between cornpcting
substantive nouons o f the good. Indeed it would be prejudicid to Our rights
and libenies as individuals to do so. Everyone is frec to determine what art. his
or her preferred objects o f consumption. and the function of the political systcm
is to guarantee fundamenilil rights in the context of consumer choicc. Such a
systcm docs not discriminate betwecn competing notions of what is good: it is
neutrai.'

Beiner criticizes contemporary Iiberaiism for its celebration of individual consumer choice
above that of the well-king of the social whole. Beiner's criticism of liberal democracy is
that "it neither encourages nor requires citizens to be ... active o r ... knowledgeable in their
command of political a f f a i r ~ . " ~

One of the central tenets of liberalism is individual choice. It is for this reason that
liberdism individudizes the idea of the good Iife, and thus, in a sense, denies the pssibility
of creating the "good" community. Basicdly, within liberal thought there is a belief that any

common standards or goals are potentiaily tyrannizing over individual freedom because they
Iimit the range of personal choice. Liberals such as Friedman and Spencer hold such a view.

Some liberal thinkers like Mill, Green and C.B. Macpherson. have attempted to include a
place for community within liberal theory through the notion of positive liberty. Such a
notion _cives some power to the state to promote the exercise of individual freedom.
Howevcr, the essential problem rernains to be resolved.

The "good" promoted by "classic" liberalkm is consumer choice of goods. The
consumer choice of goods ranges from material goods to ethical goods. The commonalties of
these goods are that they are al1 available to be consumed. The choice of goods available to
individuals is determined by market availability. "Classical" liberaiism allows the greatest
dcgree of latitude for consumer choice by refusing to adopt a cornmon ethos, o r ethicai
standard for individual judgment. According to Beiner, "under liberal dispensation, the ethos
is - lack of ethos; individuals in this society are habituated in k i n g insufficiently habituated.

This is the liberal paradox."'

The Iiberal truncation of community not only limits individuai access to freedom, but
also produces an illusion of freedom and choice. For Beiner, "the official ideology of
liberalism is of course diversity

- the rich multiplicity of different conceptions of the go&.

But when one surveys the liberal reality, what one sees is more and more sameness

- of

tastes."' Furthemore, Beiner observes that, "such is liberalism, with its shopping mal1
culture-where one has hundreds of shops to choose from, ail of which seIl the same junk.'"
He makes a sirnilar criticism of the liberal practice of diversity that Macpherson makes in his
critique of Friedman outlined in chapter three. In reality, it can be argued that there is little
diversity within liberal society in regards to acquisition of g d s . In the politicai as well as
the economic realm individual choice or politicai expression is limited by what is offered.
Similar to Beiner, Macpherson argues that liberal-democracy has become nothing
more than consumerism of ideas and goods. In his opinion, liberal democracy has
underrnined its democratic principtes. He believes that democracy is the power of the lowest
and largest class over the highest class. According to Macpherson, the ability for the lowest
classes to have more political power than the highest class represents the inherent moral
nature of democracy. He regards democracy as enabling man to do, exert and enjoy his
capacities, much in the same fashion as does Mill. However Macpherson differs from both

MiII and Beiner by asserting that liberal-dernocracy is incapable of meeting the moral
essence of democracy and man and submits that liberal-democracy must be transcended by
nonmarket democracy. in his opinion, a nonmarket state, as he describes it, c m provide man
with his full developmental powers, which can be transferred into full democratic political
participation.
According to Macpherson, the overarching problem with liberal-democracy is that it
is stmctured on the capitaiist market, which serves to absorb d l of the productive power of

the labourer. Furthemore, he argues that in market society the value that the labour added to
the product is also lost from the worker and transferred to the owner. If the worker did not
have to seIl his labour, as he suggests would be the situation in a nonmarket society, the
worker would have an opportunity to benefit from his labour in terms of intellectual
enjoyment and enhancement. He describes the benefit to the labourer in a nonmarket society
as "the satisfaction value plus the value which its application added to the materials on which
it was applied."'

Macpherson argues that man in a nonmarket society is able to rnaximize his
capacities. He ais0 argues that man is also a member of a cornrnunity that works towards
encouraging and maintaining the maximization of the capacities of al1 members of that
community. Moreover, he believes that man, in a nonmarket society, will no longer be the
self-interested atomistic individual that he is forced to be in market society. To support this
he writes that "society is also a positive agent in the development of capacities

... every

individual's capacities are socially derived and ... their development must also be social."'
Macpherson contends that the manner in which society acts as a positive agent in a
nonmarket society is in the legislation of Iaws that ensure that everyone has access to the
nieans of life and access to the means of labour. His conception of nonmarket society has
many theoretical similarities with the "progressive" liberal postdates of Mill and Green. but
lie carrics their ideas a step further to suggest the abolition of market society. His critique of

liberal-democracy hinges entirely on its capitalist market structure rather than just liberal
thought itsclf.
For Macpherson, the actualization of the moral nature of man and democracy is the
formation of a nonmarket society. in a nonmarket society, Macpherson asserts that man's
current inert capacities can be entirely maximized. He argues that in a nonmarket political

society man will not "be treated as a means to others' ends. but as an end in hirnself.'* The
other significant fact of nonmarket society. which he claims, as compared to market society,
is the reassertion of a viable political community.
In Macpherson's opinion, man can only live a full human life when he is able to
maximize his developmentai capacities. This requires that he not have to transfer his
developmental capacities for a wage. In short, in his view, man c m only live a full human
life in a nonmarket society. He describes nonmarket society as one in which "the exercise of
human capacities by each member of a society does not prevent other members exercising

theirs."" Hence he shares Mill's conception of man as well as his notion of comrnunity for
the development of man's capacities. Macpherson differs from Mi11 in his dismissal of the
capitalist market. Mill, as noted in chapter two, remains committed to the workings of the
capitalist market with some state regulations. In Macherson's opinion, state regulation in the
capitalist market may compensate for some of capitaiism's inadequacies, but in no way
solves them d l . It is for this reason that he recornmends nonmarket society.

The purpose of Macpherson's analysis of market society is to demonstrate that it is
incapable of fulfilling the moral requirement of democracy and individual freedom. He
rcpeatedly stresses that capitalist market relations detnct from, rather than contribute to, the
cnhancement of man's developmental power. In so doing it is his belief that men will rally
together to tracscend market society. T o support his contention that the market is incapable
of aliowing man to live a full human life he asserts:
[Als soon as you make thc essence of man to bc the acquisition of
morc things for himsclf, as soon as you makc the esscntial human

quality thc suiving for posscssions rathcr h a n creativc activity
you arc caughi up in an insoluble contradiction. Human bcings arc
sufficiently uncqual in sucngth and ski11 that if you put thcm into
an uniimiied contcst for possessions. somc will not only get morc
than oihcrs but will gct control of the mcans of labour to which thc
othcrs must havc acccss. Thc others then cannot bc fully human
evcn in the restrictcd scnsc of k i n g able to l e t possessions, let

alone the original sense of k i n g able to use their facultics in

purposivc creative activity.

''

In essence, Macpherson argues that the market restricts the majority of men from having the
opportunity to develop and exercise their intellectual capacities. In so doing, he contends,
liberal market society de facto relegates the majority of men to that of a slave. As can be seen
he fully accepts and absorbs MilI's conception of man as the underlying principle of
nonmarket society.

-Man's moral power, Macpherson argues. consists of "at least of his capacities and his
strength and skill. But these cannot actually be exerted without something to exert them

In his view market society prevents the majority of men from access to the enjoyment
and use of their intellectual faculties and skills because they d o not have access to productive
resources in which they cm exert and develop their skills. He argues that this is the case
because most men in liberal market society must sel1 their labour power to another, which he
considers to be an involuntary contract.
Macpherson regards the inclusion of democracy into liberal thought as the initiai
means of transcending market society. Democracy had this effect, he contends, because the
rnonient that the democratic franchise was extended to ail classes "it began to abridge market

freedom. The more extensive political freedom, the less extensive economic freedom."I3 In
his vicw political freedom is the genuine end of liberdism. Moreover, he argues that only

political freedom can allow man to live a full human life.
For Macpherson political freedom requires a high level of citizen participation that
Iiberal market society discourages. It is his opinion that politicai participation is essentiai for

man to live a fuIl human life because it facilitates a strong political community as well as
enables man to develop and enjoy his intellectual capacities, both of which give dignity to
man. Thus. he believes that economic freedom is irrelevant, o r at the very least subordinate to

man's political freedom.
Beiner agrees somewhat with Macpherson that liberalisrn tmncates man's inherent
moral capacities. He also agrees that liberai thought and its connection to capitalism is a
source of many of its problems and philosophicai tensions. Beiner goes further than
Macpherson in his criticism of liberalisrn to include diversity. In Beiner's opinion, liberalism
is inconsistent on its principle of diversity. He considers that this inconsistency is caused by
its lack of clear moral guideposts that help support individuai diversity. Without such
guideposts he argues that liberal pluralism (diversity) is false- What is needed to engender
authentic diversity, according to Beiner, are "moral and inteilectual resources to distinguish
between phony pluralism from real pluralism - resources that are missing in contemporary

For Beiner, the problem with liberal pluraiism is that it really does not exist in
practice. This creates a problem for individuals living in liberal society. He notes that there

are a number of options open to individuais that give the illusion of choice, but the actual
choices available to individuais are quite limited. For instance, one can choose to buy many
different cars, but ideas and policies are limited- In Beiner's view the choice of policies or
ideas becomes even more truncated due to the dearth of moral guidelines that allow
individuals a real choice in behaviour or policy. Ln making this statement he notes the need to
look brick and examine mord theory outside of the liberal context. His criticism of liberal
society is similar to Macpherson's

disenchantment with "Equilibrium

Macpherson describes "Equilibrium Democracy" as follows:
1 . T h dcmocracy is simply a mcchanism for choosing and
authorizing govcrnments. no[ a kind o f socicty or a set o f
moral cnds.2. That thc mcchanisrn consists as a cornpetition
bctwccn two or more self-chosen sets o f politicians or clitcs
mangcd in political partics which ihc votcs will entitlc h e m
to rulc until the ncxt election. 3. The voicrs rolc is not to dccidc
thc issues and then io chose the rcprescntativcs who will c m y
out those dccisions: it is rarhcr to chose the men who will d o thc

Democracy"

The most striking feature of this model is that citizen participation is discouraged and limited
to the periodic vote. Macpherson asserts that democracy in this model, "is simply a market
mechanism. The voters are the consumers, the politicians the entrepreneurs.""
Macpherson argues that this model jettisons citizen participation for politicai
efficiency. In this model, as he presents it, democratic decision- making power is transfered
from the individual to an. aibeit elected, elite decision-making body. Consequently,
Equilibrium Democracy, in his opinion. rejects pmmoting man's developmental and
intellectual capacities for the purpose of rnaintaining simple and efficient democratic choice.
He argues that this model collapses the role of politicai man into that of economic man. in his

view Equilibrium Democracy makes man into "kssentiaily a consumer and appropriator: it
assumes also that the things different people want from govemment-the demands for political
goods-are so diverse the only way to of getting govemment decisions to meet them ... is the
entrepreneurid system.""
However, Beiner disagrees with Macpherson's postdate that a nonmarket society is a
useful way to eliminate the problem of diversity or pluralism in liberai society. Contrary to
Macpherson's critique of liberal-democracy being primarily a result of its intimate
rclationship to capitalism, Beiner argues that replacing one economic system with that of
another does not resolve liberalism's inherent tensions and problems. He asserts that "the
choice of one economic system rather than another is logically subordinate to the choice
~ his view something more is required to
among alternative visions of a moral ~ r d e r . " 'In
escape the liberal problern other than the regulation of the economy.
Despite Beiner's dismissai of econornic restructuring as a possible liberal solution.
both Beiner and Macpherson contend that democracy must be raised to a higher standard.
This consonance in thought is evinced in Beiner's assertion that "my intention as a libenl

critic would be to criticize liberalism in the name of democracy, but at the sarne time to
elevate democracy to a rather demanding standard-"19
Beiner cnticizes liberaiism's cornmitment to consumer choice and the language of
rights. He argues that the issue of abortion offers an apposite illustration of how the liberal

language of rights is an inappropnate mechanism for reso!ving important political decisions.
In his view the cornmitment to individual choice as a model for decision-making serves to
foster political conflicts. He asserts that:
[O]n issues such as abonion ihere arc opposed points of view
grounded in fundarnenially differcnt moral and religious
commitmcnts that will cither bc abated by an agreement to
disagrec ... or procced with unrcmitting hostil ity and anger. But
why should this be posited as the appropriate model for
political disagreement'? Or rather, docsn'i the fact thai this
suggests itsclf as an appropriate model of plitical disagrcement
in gcneral raise doubts about the political soundness in libenl
~ocict~?~

Beiner argues that far from k i n g a necessary and useful method for conflict resolution the

liberal language of rights tends to enhance political disagreement:
[Elvcn in a casc such as a policy toward abonion-whcrc thcrc is
admittedly the nccd for a modus vivendi - it is vcry unclcar what
neutrality might signify. What would counr as a neutrd policy in
a confiict whcrc one sidc secs abonion as such as cvil and the
othcr secs it as an inalicnablc prcrogativc of womcn'? In such a
casc. one could only approzich a resolution by changing the moral
fabric of the tcrms in which the issue is dcbatcd. not by prctcnding
to a spurious n c u t r a ~ i t ~ . ~ ~

Beiner assens the need to objectively step outside of the l i b e d frarnework of individual
rights and introduce an alternative vocabulary.

Beiner criticizes liberalism for submerging what was forrnerly discussed as good into
the Iringuage of rights. He suggests that political disagreement on issues such as abortion

would have a better opportunity to be resolved if they were approached from the perspective
of the good rather than liberal right. He argues that "rights as ordinarily understood cannot be
central to political philosophy because they do not constitute an independent moral clairn.""
~
he suggests that the
In his view rights " have no independent force of their o ~ n . "Thus,
notion of good is beyond the individual and has an independent force on its own which cari
affect the individual in his o r her moral decision-making. He further argues that it is more
useful to use good as a reference than right because "the positing o f a right does not offer a
set of considerations that can be weighed up against a set of alternative considerations.
Rather the positing of right seems to put a halt to the weighing of such considerations.""
Expanding on the problem of liberal rights, Allan Bloom criticizes liberal thinkers for
replacing what was once divine authority, what he considers the embodiment of the good,
with individual nghts. in Bloom's view the replacement of divine authority endowed
individuals "with nghts, free and equal, no longer treading the enchanted ground where
rights and duties were prescribed by divinities, now recognizing no authority higher than
their own ~ i l l s . "He
~ argues that relying on no other authority than one's own will in
determining m o r d decisions facilitates widespread moral turpitude. It does so, in his opinion,
because, like Beiner, he believes that the liberal language of right styrnies one's ability to

properly consider notions pertaining to the good.
Beiner suggests that one way to resolve the liberal problem posed by individual rights
is to examine pre-liberal moral thought, o r more specifically the thoughts expounded by the

Greek philosophers. He notes that this suggestion will be received as illiberal, but he believes
that such an inclusion is necessary. Beiner asks whether there are any contemporary theotists
who are "willing to be bold enough, illiberal enough, to admit that taken as a whole, the
moral civilization that defines contemporary liberai society is not tembly irnpres~ive?"'~He

also suggests that in order to "penetrate to what liberalism means, we must not just look to
the mechanical politics of the liberal state, but to the spiritual politics of the liberal soul."" In
the context of this discussion, the soul is the embodiment of mordity. It is what enables man
to properly judge actions and take decisions in a manner that is in accordance with the good.
Thus. it is what enables individuais to build and sustain a community of consensus and
diversity.

In his explanation of the relationship between the individual and the community
Beiner finds cornrnon ground with Hannah Arendt. Arendt cnticizes liberal thought for its
emphasis on the private life of the individuai. According to Arendt, the human condition is

one where "men not man live on the earth and inhabit the world?
For Arendt, it is through k i n g with men that one derives political power. Power is a
natural condition of man, in her view, because the human condition is one of plurality. She
argues that pluraiity is "the condition - not only the conduit sine qua non, but the conduit per
quartz - of al1 political life."'9

Thus, she contends that not only is plurality man's and

woman's natural o r human condition, it is the very essence and the means to engaging in a
poliiical life. In her view. for man to live a free political Iife he must have access to a
polirical realm that consists of others who talk, deliberate and act. ln her opinion the need for
comrnunity is s o necessary to being human that without it man has no real power and is
prcvented from being a political being.
Beiner regards plurdity and community in the sarne way as Arendt. He describes
poIitical community as " the reciprocities of consciousness which are achieved and sustained
by equals who discourse together publicly for the purpose of social decision and a c t i ~ n . " ~

He assens that community, o r the public reaim, is one in which "citizens in a democratic
society inhabit a shared world of political concerns that affect al1 in c ~ m r n o n . "As
~ ~ noted

above. he does not believe that contemporary liberal society currently provides such a space.
He argues that liberdism in reality is more homogeneous than pluralist.

In Beiner's view "when one surveys the liberai reality, what one sees is more and
more sarneness - of tastes, of cliched perceptions of the world, of the glum ennui with which
one reconciles oneself to the monolithic routines of our world.""' He argues that liberal
pluralism is superficial. What passes for pluralism is nothing other than a myriad of
consumer choices of the sarne product in different forms. He argues that liberalism provides
individuals with nothing other than sameness in the guise of choice.
Beiner's criticism of liberal democratic practice is markedly similar to Arendt, his
liberal critic and predecessor. According to Arendt, ancient Greek political practice offers an
excellent starting point for the critic of liberalism as both a theory and practice. She notes
that for Greeks a politicai realm was requisite to the sustainability of both individual
distinction and community.
One of the major problems with liberal thought. for Arendt, is the absence of a viable
poIitical realm in which to act and speak politicdly. In her opinion, the political realm "rises
directly out of acting together, the 'sharing of words and deeds'.""

She asserts that the

political realm is always possible because it is something that is created the moment that

"men are together in the manner of speech and action."" However, she also argues that
although the space is always possible it "does not always exist, and although al1 men are
capable of deed and word, most of them - like the slave ..-do not live in it."35
The point emphasized by Arendt is the striking absence of a political space. in her
view the political realm "depends entirely upon human plurality, upon the constant presence

of others who can see, hear and testify to their existence."% The relevance that this
examination has to the critique of liberalisrn is the fact that liberalism, in its current form,

places constraints on the ability of individuais to appear and act with others. in so doing it
truncates one's ability to understand one's reality and self because this redity and
understanding is predicated on k i n g with others. For the most part liberalisrn has k e n
concerned with the promotion of the individuai as a solitary actor, who Iimits and interprets
his interactions with others from the perspective of rational self-interest.
The truncation of community engendered by liberalism is evinced in the quality of
items produced in liberal society. Karl Jaspers argues that:
k i n g mcre materials obtainable at a moment's noticc in exchange for
moncy, ihey lack the aroma thai is produced by personal effort. Articles
of consumption arc supplied in a mass and arc used up. thcir refuse k i n g
ihrown away: thcy arc readily intcrchangcable. one specimcn k i n g good as
anothcr. In manufaciured articles tumcd out in large quantities. no attempt is
made to achicvc a precious quality. t o produce s o m i h i n g whose individuality
makcs it transcend fashion. somcthing that will be carefully chcrished. An
anicic which thus satisfics ordinary necds arouscs n o particular sense o f
affection. and is only fclt to be important if it should chancc to bc unobtainablc.

"

The sarne description can be made of men in liberal society. With public opinion pressuring
individuals to conforrn to the politicai trend, individual distinction is undermined, or deemed
unacceptable because it goes against the prescribed political n o m . in liberal society, nothing
is a constant. Thus, wealth, employment, and opinions held by men can change. In opinions,

rarely is there real quality placed in forrning an opinion because no one opinion is held to be
any better than that held by another.

In the language of liberalism each material item and each person hold specific utility.
Once that utility is used that material is quicidy discarded for another. It is difficult to see the
formation of a strong community and friendship arnong citizens when al1 are reduced to
utility. In this sense, each item and individual is consumable and therefore everything in
liberal society is eventually reduced to self-interest.

For Arendt, the politicai realm is the realrn of work. With the emergence of
liberalism, and the merging of the private and public space the difference between work and

